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EDITOR’S NOTE
KALTRINA BYLYKBASHI

T

he deepening of the digital impact on the international
television industry is very much apparent in this varied
MIPCOM issue.
Streaming on-demand services are no longer a new phenomenon,
but it is their rippling impact on the international TV industry that’s
really keeping everyone on their toes.
While previously the tech services may have caused concern over
ratings, today’s execs are also dealing with the resulting M&A activity
and a slew of niche services.
From Facebook to Spotify, most tech services are all dipping into the
TV content business – even if it is just to tackle one element of it, as
Facebook’s director of media partnerships, Patrick Walker, reveals to
TBI in these pages.
But, as usual, change results in a range of highs and lows. While in
TBI Scripted we find Denmark’s broadcaster DR struggling with deep
financial cuts, our 2018 Distributor Survey highlights sales businesses
large and small getting pragmatic about a new television landscape.
Simultaneously, as the distribution business finds ever new ways
of working with SVODs, over at TBI Kids we find that the most in-

demand titles in children’s TV remain Nickelodeon and Cartoon
Network favourites such as Spongebob Squarepants and Steven Universe.
There has certainly been a shift in the business, but with it there is
also a string of broadcasters, platforms and sales businesses moulding,
adapting and profiting from it.
Like our TV colleagues, change has also touched the TBI offices.
After six months as acting editor I have been joined by new editor
Manori Ravindran, who will take the helm in navigating you through
these fluctuations. We look forward to seeing you at the market.
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LAST WORD INGRID SILVER, PARTNER, REED SMITH

VIEWPOINT
INGRID SILVER

Brexit Britain needs a new lifeline

I

n May 2015, the European Commission
announced its digital single market
(‘DSM’) strategy as a central part of
its agenda. Its stated aim was to give
European consumers and businesses
better access to digital goods and services, to
create an environment for digital networks
and services to flourish, and to achieve a
European Digital Economy and Society with
long-term potential growth.
Since then, many initiatives in furtherance
of the DSM have been agreed by the EU.
Readers of this publication may be most
aware of the Audiovisual Media Services
Directive (AVMS) and its upcoming reforms.
This is the legal instrument governing EUwide coordination of national legislation
on the audiovisual sector and which,
among other things, establishes minimum
European content quotas, and the countryof-origin principle, meaning that a provider
need only comply with the regulations of one
jurisdiction to legally broadcast in others.
Following protracted debate, reforms were
agreed on 6 June. These reforms include
extending the scope of AVMS to video-

sharing services, and increasing flexibility on
advertising. Where EU rules already prescribe
that traditional TV broadcasters must devote
50% of airtime to showing European works
and that European independent productions
must account for 10%, going forward the
video-on-demand (VOD) platforms will also
need to make sure that at least 30% of their
catalogue comprises European works. The
new rules further envisage that all audiovisual
media services may be required by Member
States to make financial contributions to the
development of audiovisual productions.
The directive was approved by European
Parliament earlier this month and will now
be submitted to the Council for adoption.
Member states will then have 21 months to
transpose it into national legislation which
is likely to mean that the changes will come
after Brexit and may well be moot in the
increasingly realistic scenario of a hard Brexit.
Until now, it is fair to say that the regulatory
framework has particularly benefited the
UK, which is currently the EU’s biggest
broadcasting hub. The Creative Industries
Federation reported that “of all 2,200 of the

The Council of Europe Convention
on Transfrontier Television, to which
the UK is signatory, could act as
a potential backstop for AVMS in
some aspects of industry activity
10 TBI October/November 2018
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broadcasting licences granted to channels
across the EU, more than half (1,100) are
granted by Ofcom in the UK, and half of
these (650) are for ‘non-domestic channels’
that are broadcast from the UK to other
countries”.
Theresa May’s confirmation earlier this
year that ‘the UK will not be part of the EU’s
Digital Single Market’ after Brexit might
therefore be a cause of consternation for the
UK media industry.
However, against this background one
should note that all is not necessarily
doomed: the Council of Europe Convention
on Transfrontier Television 1989 (‘CTT’), to
which the UK is a signatory, could potentially
act as at least a partial backstop for AVMS in
relation to some aspects of industry activity.
The AVMS defines ‘European works’ by
reference to works that originate from either
Member States or European non-Member
States that are parties to the CTT. This
means that irrespective of Brexit, so long as
the definition of ‘European works’ remains
in place, UK productions will continue
to count towards and benefit from the
quotas set out in the European regulatory
framework post-Brexit.
The CTT is also built on the country-oforigin principle and its signatories include
all bar four EU member states and thirteen
additional territories. However, it has been
somewhat neglected in recent decades and
has therefore not evolved or been updated to
cover on demand services.
Perhaps the UK’s prospective withdrawal
from the DSM will revive focus on the
Convention and encourage its modernisation
to reflect industry development and deliver a
harmonised regulatory framework across an
even broader range of countries. TBI
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MONITOR FACEBOOK

Red Table Talk

Facebook’s next act
As the platform roll outs its video offering Watch globally, it is ramping up its search for formats that can
“game-ify” content and leverage Facebook’s interactivity across Europe. Manori Ravindran reports.

T

his MIPCOM, it has been exactly one year since Facebook
execs such as unscripted head Toby Faulkner first hit
the ground in Cannes, courting producers around nontraditional formats that were built specifically for the social
media platform.
At the time, “move fast” was understood to be the mantra among execs
keen to commission content for the fledgling Watch service, which had
been launched in the US just months before.
However, in the past year, few producers outside America have
seen much movement in the way of business from the platform, and
some have complained of being confused by Facebook’s brief around
commissioning traditional producers and content creators.
Patrick Walker, director of media partnerships for Europe, Middle East
and Africa, admits that “the programmes [Facebook] will actually fund
and commission will be few,” forming a “very small percentage” of the
original content rolling out on Watch.
“There was a bigger emphasis around commissioning shows last year
in North America as we started,” with shows such as Ball In The Family
and Humans Of New York.
Walker says the platform is now in a new phase of “opening up to an
ecosystem that’s a sustainable business for the creative community,”
meaning that Facebook is increasingly looking to empower all kinds of
For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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content creators – not just the TV industry.
“One of the reasons we’ve been keen to launch the ad break program
[which inserts ads on three-minute-plus content] and expand it in the
UK, Germany, France, Spain and other markets, is that there are a lot of
partners who have waited for a monetization opportunity independent of
any funding or commissioning,” says Walker.
“It is much more scalable to let 1,000 flowers bloom through a
monetisation model that people can jump into, either with clips or shows
they’ve already produced.”
While this can appeal to influencers with large followings – such as
Jada Pinkett Smith, who launched weekly talk show Red Table Talk on
Facebook via her production banner Westbrook Entertainment – it also
applies to the likes of Endemol and Fremantle, which have a lot of shortform content that is longer than three minutes.
However, with the US offering now well on its way to becoming
established – Facebook claims that around 50 million viewers Stateside
use Watch per month – the service rolled out internationally in lateAugust, bringing with it new opportunities to commission content “either
with producers in the UK or in different languages across Europe.”
“We are trying to look at the potential not only in commissioned
scripted and unscripted shows, but also across new types of formats that
might work in this market,” according to Walker.
TBI October/November 2018 15
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Early greenlights include Facebook’s first non-US weekly news
program, Cut Through The Noise – a partnership with BBC News; as well
as 5 x 6-minute acquisition Troy The Magician from the UK’s Zig Zag
Productions.

Gameshow opportunity
Gameshow formats, in particular, are a target area for Facebook, which
revealed in June that it would be ramping up interactive content across the
platform, such as a polling and gameplay, which sees a creator making a
set of questions and players getting eliminated from the game when they
answer incorrectly.
One key example is daily trivia show Confetti, which is filmed every day
at 6.30pm out of Facebook’s Los Angeles studio, and challenges users
to answer pop culture trivia questions alongside their friends. Players
can see which friends are playing at the same time, as well as how they
answered questions.
While that show – which closely resembles the wildly popular trivia
app HQ Trivia – is only available to US audiences, a version of it could be
launched outside America.
“We’re interested in seeing what sort of formats may work [in Europe]

Face the Wild

“We’re interested
in seeing what sort
of formats may
work in Europe”
Patrick Walker

around the gamification of content, and what would lend itself on a
country-by-country basis to new types of partnerships and relationships.”
Tapping into groups is “important,” says Walker. “With the shows
we are investing in, there is a real sense of community and discussion
around topics.”
While the exec remains vague about tariffs – which are said to range
from US$10,000-$40,000 per minute for short-form, to around
$250,000-$1 million for long-form programs – he notes that “terms
evolve over time” and that there are “different iterations” around rights
positions.
“Whether a piece of content is specifically created and commissioned
or integrated into our platform uniquely or it’s something where we are
taking the IP and repurposing, the terms will be very broad and different
depending on all sorts of factors.”
A baseline metric for most content creators is a revenue share model
where they can expect 55% of ad-break revenue, while Facebook takes 45%.
Walker notes that Facebook – which has been rumored to be hiring
an entertainment boss in the UK – will indeed be building out its team,
and hiring more execs in London, Berlin, Paris, Milan and Dubai. These
execs will support both traditional media publishers and “facilitate
relationships” with creators, public figures, artists and celebrities.
“As we expand into these different languages and regions, we want to
have a more robust face-to-face relationship with partners in the market,”
he says. TBI

WATCH PARTIES
Facebook’s head of global creative strategy Ricky Van Veen ruffled feathers
at NATPE Miami in January when he outlined the vision for Watch, noting
that the series working best on the platform were those that dropped at
regular times during the week – much like timeslots in the linear world of
‘appoint-to-view’, grumbled some delegates.
Facebook has since refined the strategy into two streams: Watch
Premieres and Watch Parties.
The former does exactly what it says on the tin, previewing content such
as trailers or an episode to users.
“What’s fun is that you can give people a head’s up and send notifications
using the news feed, and when the premiere happens, you have all these
wonderful social features as if it was a live feed of something. You have, on
average, ten times more engagement than if it was just on VOD,”says Walker.
Meanwhile, Watch Parties let creators or public figures mobilize their

16 TBI October/November 2018
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followers and manage an ongoing playlist of pre-existing videos. Some
have lasted for ten hours.
“It’s a way for group admins to gather people around a theme, certain
niche areas or communities to consume video in a truly social way.”
So, is Facebook and its Watch Parties ultimately just mirroring the
broadcast world?
“It’s not mimicking TV because Watch Parties are instigated by someone
at a time that’s convenient to them, involving the community for a truly
socially interactive experience which you can’t really get on TV,”says Walker.
“It’s more akin to a campfire, where you’re gathering people around
and sharing what they want to share, with people commenting and
participating. Or in the case of sports, it would be a virtual stadium where
you can actually see the people in the stadium, communicate with them
and give them a thumbs up.”

For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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THE TBI INTERVIEW SEAN COHAN

A+E builds
muscle
As A+E prepares for the launch of two new scripted titles, its international
and digital chief, Sean Cohan, tells TBI how the company is “developing
different kinds of muscle” to keep up with the breakneck pace of TV today

C

ohan has a refreshingly honest way of
talking about his business. His projects
are always referred to as a “work in
progress” and the success of them is
always reported in a measured manner,
whether it’s about the digital division he started growing
from back in 2016 or the emerging scripted business at
A+E Networks.
And so, each activity he takes charge of is seen as
a vehicle to getting better, bigger, or as Cohan puts it,
“building muscle” in that space.
At MIPCOM, A+E Networks will launch the Robert
Zemeckis-produced Project Blue Book. The title, which is
based on true investigations into alien sightings in the
’50s, is a star-studded affair featuring talent from Game
of Thrones to The Vampire Diaries and The Man in the
High Castle. While A+E is not developing a large slate of
such titles, it certainly suggests a seriousness about this
element of the business.

its History brand has been relatively successful with a
carefully selected handful of series.
Knightfall launched last year at MIPTV to “record
audiences” according to Cohan, who says the trick to
scripted success for A+E is to target a core demographic
that’s really interested in historical fiction.
Overall the title that has been a “landmark success”
for the network is Roots: the Forest Whitaker and Anna
Paquin-starring drama series launched in 2016.
“Is it scary investing in scripted? Yes. There’s a lot
smarter and bigger names than me that have come out
and said that maybe there’s too much TV out there,” says
Cohan.
“It’s not a situation where we’re tripling down on
scripted, we’re kind of continuing to recognize it plays
an import and value: it’s a manageable bit of premium
scripted and we’re enjoying the success of that.”
Cohan’s considered response is the same for many
aspects of the business that he maintains.

“I have for years been talking about Africa as one territory that’s underemphasized,
underexplored and undementioned by a lot of media companies”
Orange is the New Black producer Jenji Kohan is also on
board with the network for American Princess, which will
join Project Blue Book on the slate. It tells the story of an
Upper East Side socialite whose storybook wedding plans
are dramatically derailed when she violently reacts to her
fiancé’s affair.
While A+E’s US business revealed last year that its
main channel, A&E, would no longer host scripted titles,

20 TBI October/November 2018
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The exec also has a large remit to oversee the company’s
growing digital arm, which includes sites History.com
and Biography.com, apps and direct-to-consumer services
Lifetime Movie Club and History Vault.
He’s quick to stress that these aspects of A+E are at
the very start of a much longer journey. But, he’s most
excited about building History and Biography into global
digital brands.
For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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THE TBI INTERVIEW SEAN COHAN

Project Blue Book

Roots

The digital transition of these iconic channels allows
A+E to turn a channel like History into a trusted source of
information globally. Cohan says the plan is for History’s
many outlets to follow global news cycles, for example.
“We’re not a news service, never will be. But when
everyone’s talking about Korea, History is naturally a
place where people will turn digitally to find a history of
Korea, or a history of Korea and US relations, and so on,”
adds Cohan.
One way A+E has built this ecosystem is via the
creation of its ‘This Day in History’ app with Amazon
Alexa, which allows consumers to ask Amazon’s virtual
assistant key facts about points in history.
“Those things–along with the development of History.
com and the development of the social offerings for
History–are the things that I’m proud of, but are not
necessarily a huge material part of A+E’s business. We

22 TBI October/November 2018
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feel like they’re a really interesting vehicle for tomorrow.”
In the same vein, A+E’s investment in SVOD via
Lifetime Movie Club and History Vault is seen as a
practice to build a more direct relationship with its
consumers.
“They’re not an extraordinary part of our business but
they are revenue contributors and I would say they are a
route for us to develop a different kind of muscle,” adds
Cohan.
“One that prepares us for dealing directly with
consumers, dealing with different platforms and
partners, than we would do otherwise. I’m not sure what
the future or the landscape is going to be, but I think
we’re appropriately proud of the development there.”
So far, this measured stance is working for Cohan,
who has driven A+E’s international business for 14
years. The business in now nine times the size it was
when the executive started, back in 2004.
Some of the digital transformations have also had a
significant impact. The shift to YouTube for some A+E
channels have seen audiences grow year-on-year by as
much as 300% year-on-year.
In addition, A+E Networks’ digital studio, launched in
Singapore –the first outside the US–has been successful
when compared to metrics and plan, according to Cohan.
“We’ve learnt some lessons and used them in other
places and I don’t think it’s the last time that we’ll launch
a little content hub that’s focused on original digital
content,” he says.
There is still room for growth, however. Despite having
at least two channels in every market, there are some
territories Cohan would like to see a further presence in.
The Middle East and Africa are two that he’s
particularly excited by. Although A+E Networks has
an office in Johannesburg and some business across
African nations, he says he’d like to see more.
“I have for years been talking about Africa as a
territory that’s underemphasized, undermentioned and
underexplored by a lot of big media companies.
“We’ve been talking about places like India forever,
but where is Africa? Admittedly it’s more of a mobile
story than it is an installed-pay-TV story, but the amount
of people, the amount of growth, mobile expansion and
interest in video has always been of interest to me.”
Meanwhile, when speaking of Arab nations, Cohan
remarks: “We’ve got nothing to announce there today,
but I suspect in the future there will be more to say.”
At the moment, Cohan says he marginally spends
more time on the company’s digital growth than other
aspects of his role. This is mainly down to the new
strategies A+E has had to build to make it happen.
“Both are really critical in the landscape and media
ecosystem today, to access growth and to access newer
consumers, newer eyeballs and newer partnerships.”
TBI
For the latest in TV programming news visit TBIVISION.COM
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PROGRAMMING FOCUS BREXIT

Brexit and
broadcasting
As the UK’s March 2019 deadline for leaving the EU looms, TBI
investigates the impact that Brexit could have on the TV sector.
Andy McDonald reports.

A

s the UK inches ever closer to
its European Union departure
date, there is still a huge
amount of uncertainty over
how Brexit will affect the
audio-visual sector. While the UK’s booming
and globally-facing production industry should
arguably not see a slowdown in business, any
restriction on movement could disrupt, delay
or even derail future productions. EU funding
via a slew of grants and schemes will also likely
evaporate.
For broadcasters, there are also major
issues around future licensing arrangements.
Currently, companies can base themselves in the
UK and broadcast into any EU member state.
This will no longer be the case post-Brexit and
countries like the Netherlands and Estonia are
already jostling to capitalise on the lack of clarity
over how the UK will adapt to this. Here, TBI
unpicks some of the most pressing issues facing
the sector.

PRODUCTION MATTERS
The production community is in some ways
fairly protected from the potential fallout of
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Brexit, thanks in large part to the European
Convention on Transfrontier Television (CTT),
which was agreed in 1989 and predates the
formation of the European Union.
As a member of the Council of Europe, the
UK is a signatory of the CTT, meaning that UK
productions contribute to EU ‘European Works’
quotas. The UK government’s July White Paper
on the country’s future relationship with the EU
confirmed that this will not be affected by the
UK’s withdrawal from the EU.
John McVay, the CEO of Pact – the trade
association that represents the commercial
interests of the UK production sector – tells TBI
that the reassurance on this point is very good
news, “provided that the government delivers
on that and it’s not something they then think
is tradeable in some future free trade agreement
with America or anyone else.”
“If you’re a member of that convention
and signed up to it then you’re recognised for
Audio Visual Media Services Directive where
European broadcasters must broadcast at least
50% European works,” says McVay. “In terms
of television rights there are no real barriers [to
European trade] provided that we’re still part of
that convention.”

According to Pact’s own research, UK
television content sales came to around £902
million in 2016/17, with the US, Australia and
France the biggest buyers. The organisation’s
view is that provided the CTT status quo is
maintained, the UK production community has
nothing to be worried about in the medium term
as far as sales to Europe are concerned.
However, McVay cautions that these terms
could still be traded away at the negotiating table.
“I’ve said this to the government – if you throw
one of the UK’s most effective sectors under a
bus so that the populace can enjoy chlorinated
chicken, you have done us all a massive
disservice.”

FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT
Setting out the high-level issues surrounding
Brexit in a speech last October, Ofcom chief
executive Sharon White estimated that “up to
40% of people working in the UK’s creative
industries may be EU nationals with no UK
citizenship”. She said these employees need
certainty in the face of Brexit, and she is not the
only one to hold this view.
Speaking to TBI, Commercial Broadcasters
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EU citizens working for British companies, who
have built lives in the UK, deserve some clarity
and security about their future. This is true for
people throughout the entire audio-visual sector
– including the visual effects industry. According
to research released last year by the UK Screen
Alliance, VFX has a concentration of overseas
workers in creative and operational roles, with
just 57% of the sector’s workers originating from
the UK.
“Mobility for project work is critical, but of
course project work doesn’t count towards net
migration,” says McVay. “What we don’t want are
new more difficult, more costly rules brought in
to our visa or access system for project workers.”

EUROPEAN FUNDING

Association (CoBA) executive director, Adam
Minns, says that access to talent is “the biggest
issue for production as a result of Brexit” – an
issue that cuts both ways for the UK and EU. The
ability for UK productions to use EU talent, and
vice versa, while also being able to move around
the content, are key. “It’s a particularly acute
issue for production, because they need to crewup so quickly,” says Minns.
At the Creative Industries Federation, deputy
head of policy and public affairs, Sam Young,
agrees that that the enterprises it represents have
“real concerns” about keeping the talent that’s
already in the UK and about accessing the skills
they need in the future. “The movement of talent
issue is, for Federation members, the number
one issue,” he says.
“We are a very mobile sector with significant
movement across borders for short-term
projects,” says Young. “Having that diverse
access to the best and brightest, bringing those
sets of skills and different ideas - that’s what
makes our creative industries one of the most
successful in the world. There’s a huge concern
that if you restrict that in any way you undermine
our ability to be creative and competitive.”
McVay at Pact agrees with White, saying that

European grant money is an important factor for
the production community. A report released by
the British Film Institute (BFI) earlier this year
stated that the UK screen sector has received
£298.4 million in EU funding over the last
decade. This has funded 1,766 projects across
every nation and region of the UK.
The Creative Europe programme and its
predecessor MEDIA – which support cultural,
creative and audiovisual projects – were found to
have invested £120.3 million in the UK. Designed
to aid European works from development to
distribution, this investment helped to bring UK
films like Paddington 2 to EU audiences. It also
supported UK animation studio Aardman in
developing its Shaun the Sheep character into a
long-running TV series.
Other funding programmes highlighted by the
BFI are: The European Regional Development
Fund (ERDF), which aims to redress economic
and social imbalances between different EU
regions and has invested £79.6m in screenrelated projects; research and innovation fund
Horizon 2020 and its predecessor FP7, which
have invested £71.5m in the sector; as well
as education programme Erasmus+ and the
European Social Fund (ESF), which supports
employment.
Screen Yorkshire used £14.2m of ERDF
money to deliver the Yorkshire Content Fund
between 2012 and 2016. This fund supported
37 film and high-end TV productions across the
region – including Peaky Blinders and Jonathan
Strange & Mr Norrell – and helped bring an
additional £143m of funding into the region
from other private and public sources.
The UK government said in its July White
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Paper that it is open to exploring its continued
involvement in Creative Europe and the
successor to the Erasmus+ scheme, which the
UK will remain a part of until it ends in 2020. It
has also pledged to develop a Shared Prosperity
Fund in the UK to reduce inequalities and help
spark a new wave of regeneration in the country’s
towns and cities post-Brexit.
While this seems positive, the BFI has warned
that it is “extremely unlikely” that EU structural
funds will be available to the UK post-Brexit,
and urged the UK to develop alternatives that
preserve as many of their benefits as possible
to the EU schemes it will no longer be able to
participate in.
Young at the Creative Industries Federation
says that Creative Europe has been “incredibly
successful” at supporting co-productions
and distribution across borders. “The UK
has benefited significantly from this funding
programme. You cannot just replicate this
funding at the UK level, because Creative Europe
has much more added value in the partnerships
and collaboration it fosters.”
He says that while the UK audio-visual
sector will do as much as possible to maintain
EU collaborations post-Brexit, the fact that
we are distancing ourselves from Europe and
will no longer be participating in EU funding
programmes will make it an uphill task. “There
is a real danger in the future that some of those
partners may look at UK companies and think
‘it’s too difficult to collaborate with them on a
project’.”

BROADCASTING LICENSES
One of the most pressing concerns facing the
UK broadcasting sector relates to the countryof-origin principle, as set out in the EU’s
Audiovisual Media Services Directive (AVMSD).
This says that a broadcaster only has to obtain
a licence and observe regulatory standards in
any one EU member state in order to be able to
offer its services in the others. Brexit will put the
UK outside of these rules and it is still unclear
what solution will be provided to the many
broadcasters that are currently licensed here.
According to European Audiovisual
Observatory’s recent Brexit report, 1,203 of the
EU’s 3,005 TV channels were based in the UK at
the end of last year. Of these UK-based stations,
514 of them (43%) primarily targeted another
country. Meanwhile, 189 on-demand services
were established in the UK, 51% of which mainly
TBI October/November 2018 27
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targeted another country.
Since the outcome of the EU referendum
vote, CoBA has been calling for clarity on
whether there will be a post-Brexit transition
period that will retain the status quo for
broadcasters licensed in the UK. Minns says
that the organisation is working with the
government to try and get the best possible
access and arrangements for the sector but
admits there is a “very high level of uncertainty
about what those arrangements will eventually
look like”.
CoBA estimates that the aggregated value
to the UK economy of international channels
broadcasting outside the country was £1.02bn
in 2017, having grown by more than 50% in the
preceding five years.
Young at the Creative Industries Federation
argues that, if anything, the government’s
position on country-of-origin has become
vaguer over time. He points out that Theresa
May’s Mansion House Brexit speech in March
addressed the issue by saying that the UK should
“explore creative options with an open mind,
including mutual recognition which would allow
for continued transfrontier broadcasting”. By
July, and the government’s white paper simply
said that country of origin will no longer apply
after Brexit and “the UK is seeking the best
possible arrangements for this sector”.
“In the White Paper there is less clarity on the
solution and it seems to be a step backwards,”
says Young. “Perhaps government sees the
broadcasting challenge as too difficult to
negotiate. However, what this does is create
even more uncertainty for broadcasters.”
Ofcom chief Sharon White has called for
freedom of transmission and reception to
endure between the UK and the EU after Brexit.
In her October 2017 speech in Brussels she
said that “several major UK-based broadcasters
have stressed the importance of this issue,”
and warned that some of them were already
“making contingency plans to move their
editorial functions”.
The likelihood that broadcasters will make
arrangements outside the UK seems to grow
larger as time marches on. Minns at CoBA, an
organisation that represents companies such as
Discovery Networks, Sky and NBCUniversal,
says that companies will need a “bare
minimum” of three months to get a license
elsewhere. He claims that some companies
have “already activated contingency plans,”
though won’t go into detail.
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“As a general rule, a company that’s already
got a significant operation in an appropriate
market will look at using that as their
ongoing base. Other companies don’t have
any significant operations within other EU
countries, so they’ve got a more challenging
situation,” says Minns, predicting a “mixed
picture” of disruption.

MOVING TO THE MAINLAND
Various countries have been keen to highlight
the benefits that they can provide to TV
companies looking for a new European base.
According to AVMSD rules, a broadcaster will
only be deemed to be established in an EU
member state if they make editorial decisions
there and have a “significant part” of their
workforce in the EU.
UK-based media consultancy, Expert Media

Partners, put out a report this summer listing
the top five jurisdictions for broadcasting
in the EU, based on factors like regulatory
environment, ease of doing business, creative
infrastructure and quality of life. Targeting TV
companies facing “challenging decisions” about
where, when or if to re-license, the company’s
top UK alternatives, ranked first to fifth, were
Ireland, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Malta
and Estonia.
“The Dutch government welcomes
companies looking for an alternative to the
UK as a location,” a spokesperson for the
Netherlands Foreign Investment Agency
(NFIA) told TBI. “Currently, the NFIA has
contact with over 200 foreign companies
that are considering a possible switch to the
Netherlands following Brexit. Amongst them
are several companies in the broadcasting and
media industry.”

The NFIA lists Dutch digital infrastructure,
quality of life and work-life balance, along with a
strong broadcast industry as part of its pitch and
points out that international media companies
like Netflix, CBS and Viacom already have had
their European bases there.
In Estonia, Martti Kinkar, media services
development manager of Levira, says that the
company has held talks with broadcasters from
the UK, the US and Central to Eastern Europe
that currently hold Ofcom licenses. The digital
services provider ran a roadshow in London
in March specifically to court international
TV broadcasters looking to acquire operating
licences for the EU market once Brexit takes
effect.
“There are yet to be any licenses issued, but
that is mainly due to the confusion around what
the actual verdict or the prospective situation is
going to be for the broadcasting industry and
the media industry in general,” says Kinkar.
“We are in negotiations and the state is firmly
behind Levira to help out however they can. We
hope to close a couple of deals very soon.”
At CoBA, Minns claims that there is no
single obvious alternative to the UK, which
offers a package of creative and technical skills,
broadcasting infrastructure, airport links, and
the English language. He predicts “a lot of
fragmentation” will occur, but says that another
EU state is unlikely to see a large windfall as a
result of Brexit – partly because TV production
is not related to licensing and it doesn’t follow
that production will increase as a result.
Looking at the broader picture, Minns says:
“We’ve got this terrible tension at the moment
where the sector is desperately trying to build
scale so it can invest in content and take risks on
new services. Regulation and policy, including
Brexit, are pulling the other way and forcing
companies to fragment their businesses. I
think it’s a very worrying picture over the next
few years for the European audio-visual sector
and its ability to compete on a global stage.”
CoBA believes that the worst-case scenario
for the broadcasting sector is a no-deal Brexit
with no transition period, leading to high levels
of disruption, fragmentation and uncertainty.
Minns says the best case is the UK agrees
a withdrawal agreement in October with a
transition period that will calm the situation.
“Obviously there are better outcomes that could
conceivably happen,” he says, “but I think
that’s realistically what we could hope for at the
moment.” TBI
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Distributors large and small have again revealed their views
on the major issues that are impacting the international TV
sales industry today. Kaltrina Bylykbashi reports.
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SVOD HAS THE BIGGEST IMPACT

STACKED: DISTRIBUTORS NOTICE HOLDBACK

The rise of SVOD is the single element that has had the biggest impact
on the distribution business in the past year, according to survey
results.
While platforms such as Netflix and Amazon are only deepening
their stronghold on the TV business, a handful of potentially powerful
SVOD services, such as that of Apple and Disney, have not even
launched yet. This means that the influence of these players on the
distribution business is only going to grow from here.
It is why 55% of our respondents believe that the rise of SVOD
players has had the biggest impact on their business. This is 13% more
than our respondents reported last year.
The rise of streaming products provokes mixed opinions among
distributors, although a dominant 66% of participants believe that
global deals with SVOD services are a positive development for their
business.
“Currently, it presents a positive effect for a formats distributor in
that many traditional broadcasters are responding to the SVOD threat
by investing heavily in local production,” says Andrea Jackson, CEO at
Magnify Media.
For every company that believes SVOD growth is a positive
development, however, there’s another that feels otherwise.
Stuart Baxter, president, international distribution at eOne
International Distribution, breaks it down. “Audience fragmentation
has put pressure on traditional linear players. To survive and thrive,
we have to diversify in non-linear AVOD and SVOD propostions. As
a result, SVOD wants more rights and means of distribution.”
He continues: “SVOD players and international broadcasters are
also buying out worldwide rights, increasing competition.”
To ensure eOne lands content in this environment, Ralic says the
company gets involved with projects at an earlier stage. “We invest as
creative and financial partners as well as through first-look deals and
other strategic relationships.”
Rights ownership, a result of the rising SVOD offerings, was voted
as the most pressing issue to distribution businesses today. A majority
of 52% noted it as something that they are concerned about in their
day-to-day work.
The rise of SVOD has also led to fragmentation of the market. Over
38% of survey participants believe it has affected their business.
Karen Young, CEO at Orange Smarty Distribution, says: “A
fragmented market is driving license fees down. Broadcasters are
wanting to pay less for more and aside from FAANG, the majority of
other platforms currently offer limited commercial return.”

Although research has shown that digital giants are watering down their
box-set approach by series stacking – or releasing content gradually rather
than as a full series – an overwhelming amount of distributor respondents
say that buyers are demanding more stacking rights.
Linear channels, for example, continue to ask for more and more
episodes that are stacked for their customers. It is partly why 72% of the
distributors questioned believe that buyers are demanding more stacking
rights than they did last year.
“This stems from drama and has spilt over into factual. Viewing habits
have changed and broadcasters are being forced to provide for demand,”
says TVF International’s division head Harriet Armston-Clarke.
Two concerns that continue to prevail when it comes to stacking include
fewer windowing opportunities and whether distributors are getting the
best value.
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“As a distributor you need to ensure you are receiving the right
compensation for the rights package sold,” says Endemol Shine
International’s chief executive Cathy Payne.
“With increased requests for further exclusivity combined with the
ability for non-linear viewing, we need to re-examine at the value that is
being taken in the first licence. How will that affect the future second sales
cycle if the title is so exposed in the first cycle? As a distributor you need to
ensure you are receiving the right compensation.”
Emmanuelle Guilbert, co-CEO of About Premium Content, echoes
the point: “For distributors, the aim is to have rights that are not part of
traditional catch-up rights properly valued.”
Hiring excellent business people and finding new content at the earliest
possible stage are some of the ways that distributors are tackling the problem.
TCB CEO Paul Heaney says: “We all need whip-smart business affairs
people who can navigate and negotiate so we can sell to multiple platforms.”
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Chris Bonney, CEO of rights at Cineflix Media, adds: “The increased
demand for stacking rights, especially in the scripted genre, put linear
broadcast and SVOD deals in direct conflict. So, it becomes even more
important to work out the distribution model for new content at the earliest
possible stage to ensure rights exploitation can be optimised.”
Meanwhile, Gusto’s senior director of international sales, Corey Caplan,
believes that buyers are becoming less rigid when it comes to stacking as
of late.
“Competition between platforms and broadcasters means longer
negotiations, though most buyers are beginning to come around on
loosening holdbacks and exclusivity requests,” he says.
Although stacking is a point of contention for the distributors surveyed,
the majority think buyers’ budgets have remained relatively the same. Near
61% said that budgets have remained the same as last year, 27% believe
they are worse than ever and 13% believe that they are better than ever.
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CONSOLIDATION BOOM

MID-SIZED FIRMS ARE MOST AT RISK

Just this year, we have seen acquisition talks progress for Fox and Disney,
Time Warner and AT&T, and now Sky and Comcast. It is no wonder that
consolidation is high on the mind of the distributors we questioned.
Around 88% of those surveyed said that they expect more M&A for the
rest of 2018 and 2019. With the sale of Endemol Shine Group nearing its
end, distributors know that there will be at least one major move coming
very soon.
The impact that this will have on the distribution market is open to
interpretation, however.
Ben Barrett, joint MD at Drive distribution group, thinks the trend will
make it “harder than ever to get good shows to distribute.”
Gusto’s Caplan, adds: “Market consolidation means more partnerships
of broadcaster and platform funds, in turn hurting smaller independent
producers and distributors.”
Meanwhile, Armoza Format’s Liat Kessler believes that the continued
growth of major companies will lead to a “risk-averse” TV industry.
Depending on the programming a company distributes and their
business model, the attitude to consolidation varies. Those dealing with
scripted content are still benefiting from the competition between SVOD
and linear players. Those that distribute unscripted formats are less inclined
to see these benefits.
TVF’s Armston-Clarke believes that further mergers between major
companies will mean, “content makers and distributors will be more
focused and specialist to stand out from the crowd. It will have a positive
impact on programming.”
TCB’s Paul Heaney echoes this sentiment: “Consolidation at the top
means a trickle down of new businesses. To be honest I feel the bigger
companies are just so well run, it raises the bar for all of us.”
Cineflix boss Chris Bonney breaks it down: “Consolidation will create
a more competitive environment across the whole sector with distributors
pursuing fewer rights.
“More competition for rights means that distributors have to provide
outstanding IP returns and quality of service as well as innovative financing
models to win business from producers and maintain growth.
He continues: “Cineflix Rights has a competitive edge through our
independence as a distributor in a sector which is increasingly consolidated,
which means we can provide a tailored, focused approach for each producer
partner, but at the same time we have the scale to give us leverage when
dealing with large regional and global buyers.”
Alfredo Juarranz, director at Ikusi, sees further opportunity. He says
consolidation will bring in “new business models based on software, datamining and learning machines.”

The continuing rise of SVOD, fragmentation, M&A activity and stacking,
are all issues that leave mid and small-sized firms most at risk, according
to survey results.
Distributors think that small firms are 46% more likely to be at threat
from market conditions, tying with mid-sized firms which received
the same result. Only 18% of those surveyed think that large firms are
threatened by market conditions.
The participants were most vocal about the future of mid-sized firms,
however, with many questioning how the group will fare with these
challenges at hand.
“Distribution is about the big and boutique and no one wants to be
in the middle ground where it is hard to compete,” says Cathy Payne of
Endemol Shine.
Magnify Media’s Andrea Jackson adds: “A mid-sized distributor is
saddled by significant overhead, but doesn’t have the reach and leverage
of a large distributor. The place in the middle is a tricky place to be.”
Participants’ perception of risk to mid-sized firms has also grown. Last
year, 34% of those surveyed believed that these firms were at risk from
market conditions, 12% less than this year.
Meanwhile, Natalie Lawley, MD at Escapade Media, says: “Different
sized distributors face different risks.”
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GETTING IN EARLY: PRESALES AND COPROS

BREXIT FUTURE LOOKS HAZY

An overwhelming amount of distributors are investing in programming at
an earlier stage than they have done in the past. A staggering 70% of those
surveyed say that they are partnering with producers, sometimes as early as
treatment phase.
“By being involved from the outset we can start to evaluate the likely
appetite for the project from international buyers and work with the
producers to establish the best way to put the project together, be that
with a co-production partner or other financing models,” says Ruth Berry,
managing director, ITV Studios Global Entertainment.
“We are all reinventing the way we work,” Orange Smarty’s Karen Young
explains. “Increasingly commissioners want quality content, but it’s not
aligned with the commissioning budget on offer. This leads the producer
to become reliant on the distributor to bring in additional funds via copros,
presales or advances.”
Some distribution houses have invested in development for some time,
but they also see opportunity to further this in the future. Endemol Shine’s
Cathy Payne says: “While the amount is confidential, our development
investment continues to grow substantially. We are actively engaged in
funding development for our in-house production units where that makes
strategic sense, for example, a decision may be made to commission two
scripts upfront as opposed to one.”
Cineflix Rights’ Chris Bonney is also expanding this element of the
business. “Recent deals include Talesmith – where we have made a
significant investment into its development activities, which includes
financing a development executive who our team is working with to help
deliver shows with maximum international sales potential.”

Not all distribution companies will be impacted by political matters
such as Brexit, especially if they have no business with the UK. But our
international distributors still had a lot to say about the matter.
Statistically, 84% of those questioned do not believe that Brexit has
had any impact on their business so far. Only 16% have seen any impact,
usually the ones with bases in Britain.
When the question shifts to future effect, however, the picture looks a
little different. Nearly half, 46%, believe that Brexit will have some impact
on their business in the future. Meanwhile, 54% believe that it will not.
Key concerns about the UK’s shifted political and economic position
in Europe include whether the nation will be a part of EU content quotas,
future coproduction capabilities, the movement of a creative skill force in
and out of the country, impacted exchange rates and market uncertainty.
“With so much of our business negotiated in foreign currency, the
weak pound means producers’ profits from international sales are
definitely going up,” says Orange Smarty’s Karen Young.
Armston-Clarke from TVF, adds: “Brexit impacted exchange rates
which was significant for all businesses selling abroad. Looking ahead
we’re following the negotiations with interest.”
Entertainment One’s Stuart Baxter also predicts impact, saying:
“Market uncertainty impacts advertising confidence and as a result
broadcasters’ income has been hit.”
There are, however, some that are sceptical about whether the UK’s
shift will have any impact on the entertainment industry.
Cineflix Rights’ Chris Bonney says: “Good content will always be in
demand in the international marketplace. We are less concerned about
Brexit, as our sales activity is well spread between global regions and we
are proactive in managing currency fluctuations.”
Meanwhile, a range of companies are getting proactive about the
matter. “We continue to be extremely mindful of the impact and will have
to asses and reassess constantly as we approach the final date,” says Kew
Media Distribution’s Jennifer Brinkworth.
Red Arrow’s Sarah Walker adds: “Operationally we foresee no
immediate consequences, but general conditions for investments have
not improved. We are currently talking to Creative Europe and other
industry bodies to better understand issues such as the future handling
of EU production grants.”
TCB’s Heaney sums it up, expressing the general uncertainty
everyone is feeling. “If the UK government doesn’t respect the single
digital market and doesn’t see the need to be included in EU quotas, then
we would have a situation, but let’s be honest: no one knows anything,”
he says.

Will Brexit impact your
business in the future?

YES 46%
NO 54%
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A POSITIVE OUTLOOK

MIPCOM BEATS THE MARKETS

From the impact of a more fragmented industry to Brexit, distributors
have expressed a range of areas that concern their business today. But,
despite this the majority have an overwhelmingly positive outlook on their
own business and the market in general.
A whopping 91% believe that their business will improve in the next
12 months. A majority of 67% also expects the market to improve in the
next 12 months.
Reasons for an optimistic prediction range from a backlog of projects
in development that are set to go into production, to an increase in the
number of buyers or new product and service launches.
“We are expecting a major growth on the coproduction side of our
business and a substantial increase in local production,” says Vanessa
Shapiro, president of worldwide TV distribution and coproduction at
Gaumont.
Increasing SVOD sales were frequently noted as a reason for a rosy
outlook in future finances. Peter Hill, president at Goldwater Media; Todd
Bartoo, director of sales and acquisitions at C3 Entertainment; and Lucas
Bertrand at MoMedia all mentioned new SVOD opportunities as a reason
for growth over the next year.
Endemol Shine’s Cathy Payne, explains what’s keeping her business
strong: “Distribution is a strong business for the right product. British
product has been performing very well across the past couple years. It is
considered innovative, well packaged with on- and off-screen talent, and
with broadcasters allowing for risk taking.”
Some have had a more cautious prediction for how the market will
evolve over the next year. Giustio Toni, CEO at Wiz, says: “On the one
side there are more players and opportunities, but on the other side the
fragmentation is often very hard to manage.”

Despite industry murmurs that international TV markets are no long
crucial, results from the survey show that distributors consider a range
of them to be ‘must-attend’ events - none more so than MIPCOM, which
100% of survey participants consider important to attend.
“MIPCOM continues to be the launch pad for Passion’s portfolio for
the following 12 months,” says Passion Distribution’s CEO Emmanuelle
Namiech.
“MIPTV still works well for us but it’s smaller and its importance is
waning as fewer buyers attend. Regional markets such as NATPE, Discop
and Asia TV Forum [ATF] add real value as well as specific business trips
to meet up with buyers in their own territory.”
While some, like Namiech, have commented on the decreasing value
of MIPTV, 72% of responders said it was considered a necessary event in
their yearly calendar. Perhaps this year’s launch of Canneseries had an
impact, as 8% more participants considered the event ‘must-attend’ than
last year.
It also seems that services such as TRX’s digital distribution platform
have not impacted the markets just yet, as many distributors still consider
face-to-face meetings as an essential part of their business.
3DD Entertainment’s Dominic Saville says: “Maintaining healthy
working relationships with humans remains important. It’s really about
how you value the cost and what you expect in return. New online offerings
such as TRX are going to be important in many areas, but the traditional
TV Markets are important to our business for the next five years.”
ITVS GE’s Ruth Berry echoes Saville’s sentiment. She says: “The
traditional markets are still a great meeting place to see a large number of
clients in a very short space of time and get a face-to-face account of the
industry trends while launching some of our flagship shows.”
Other popular international markets include ATF, which 40% of
the distributors think is must-attend, NATPE Miami, which 37% think
is worth being present for and Realscreen, which 35% consider of high
importance.
Ed Galton, COO and managing director at Cake, says: “TV markets are still
a good opportunity to see all our buyers at once and to begin conversations
on new shows which we follow up with sales trips post-market.”
However, some still claim that although these events are worth
attending, it is not of as much importance as in the past.
“We are more connected with our buyers online, by phone, and inperson, and in their home markets than ever before. Information flow
between the sales team and clients is no longer dependent upon waiting
for one of the traditional market forums,” says Sonar Entertainment’s
Ellender.

Will the market improve
in the next 12 months?

YES
67%
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LOOKING AHEAD: DISTRIBUTION IN 2019
Despite a fast-changing industry that has resulted in some unpredictable
new trends, the survey respondents have shown that they can be
resilient.
For every major set-back the group has reported, from a growing
competitive environment due to SVOD or M&A, to emerging political
climates, they have also been quick to provide solutions.
Where 27% believe that buyers’ budgets are worse than ever, 91%
have said they have found a formula for growth – whether it’s in creating
new services or adapting their relationships with clients.
And yes, we are looking at a world that has become dominantly
focused in on-demand services. But with this, there is also opportunity.
As Gaumont’s Shapiro states: “The rise of the SVOD platforms
worldwide has created a new pool of clients and allow the opportunity

to offer new original and serialised content that would not have found an
audience otherwise.”
Meanwhile, during this evolution, distributors are still finding space to
hold on to business with broadcasters.
As Orange Smarty’s Karen Young says: “International broadcasters
are now more in tune with conversations no longer reserved for finished
content, but also for the ideas coming through.”
“Distribution is not just about selling the new product,” says Endemol
Shine’s Cathy Payne.
“But managing your on-going franchises, to deliver a long and sustained
multi-window sales life. One of our big focuses is how we manage our
franchises and ensure we are not tempted to oversell too fast – it’s always
a balancing act.”
As we look to 2019 with a mixture of queries and some excitement, one
thing’s for sure: we’ll be seeing all of these distributors at MIPCOM. TBI

61ST ANNUAL GRAMMY AWARDS® – CBS
– New! February 10, 2019

Running time: 1 x 210’ Genre: Music/Awards Show
It’s all about the performances. Music’s biggest names
perform on “Music’s Biggest Night®” – the 61st Annual
GRAMMY Awards®, the world’s most popular, and
most prestigious, televised music awards show, to be
broadcast in over 190 territories worldwide.
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SHALLOW GRAVE – Crime & Investigation UK –
New!

Running time: 8 x 60’ Genre: Reality
A murder has been committed elsewhere, likely
cleaned of evidence, and then dumped at what
investigators call “the deposition site” or shallow
grave. Bodies are discovered burnt, dismembered
and decomposed but they all share one thing – clues
to the killer.
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HELP! MY HOUSE IS HAUNTED! – UKTV – New!

Running time: 12 x 60’ Genre: Reality
From Zak Bagans, the creator, executive producer and
star of Ghost Adventures, the #1 paranormal show in the
world, it’s the spine-tingling new series that finds answers
to unexplained supernatural phenomena that help
families reclaim their properties from unwelcome spirits.

m n De ri ti n
The Alfred aber roup of Companies – Alfred aber, Inc., Alfred
aber istribution, Inc. and Alfred aber Television, Inc. – together
form one of the world’s largest distributors of U.S. network annual
events and music specials, and are leading independent distributors
of primetime reality series, specials, and documentaries. lease
visit www.alfredhaber.com.
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AWARD WINNER MELANIE LEACH, TWOFOUR

Melanie Leach: the hit-maker
Twofour CEO Melanie Leach is the winner of TBI’s inaugural Content Innovation Awards
Lifetime Achievement gong. Here she talks about what’s led to her stellar career in television.
and move swiftly when we see an opportunity. TV is such a voracious
industry that evolution is unavoidable. It’s something to be celebrated,
not feared.
How has the vibrant international TV scene impacted Twofour’s
business?
We’ve been very encouraged by the performance of the rights division
over the past 18 months where we’re experiencing exponential growth.
The rise of the SVOD/OTTs is clearly a contributing factor but perhaps
more importantly for Twofour, is having a greater range of formats to
offer the market. Several of our newer shows are beginning to travel
very well and continuing to build that pipeline will be key to delivering
continued growth.
Can you see hit formats such as the Educating… series making more of
an impact on global streamers in the future?
I think the factual box set is here to stay so demand for series like
Educating... should continue to rise. Netflix has led the way in unscripted
so far but it will be interesting to see how their competitors respond over
the next 18 months.
You’ve had every role in TV from researcher, to producer and now CEO
of a successful indie. What advice would you give to someone just
starting out?
Be prepared to work really hard and watch loads and loads of TV. Have
an opinion, don’t be afraid to speak your mind, try to be the most
enthusiastic person in the room and listen and learn from everyone
around you.

You’ve seen Twofour grow dramatically over the past two decades in the
company, what’s been the key to its success?
Twofour is brimming with brilliant people and with them comes relentless
enthusiasm, unwavering resilience and a determination to deliver the
very best shows possible. Nobody knows where the hits will come from,
but striving to deliver consistently good quality, in both conception and
execution, is what drives the teams in all of our labels. I think that ethos is
one of the reasons we’ve seen growth across the group.
As CEO, how do you keep the business evolving and profitable?
I like to be quite hands on across all aspects of the business, whether
that’s in the early stages of ideas development, reinvigorating an
existing brand or negotiating a brand new commercial partnership.
The same goes for all of the senior management team. We’ve got a
very flat structure which keeps us nimble, able to make quick decisions
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As CEO, what element of the business do you find yourself spending
most of your time on?
I try to spend 80% of my time on the creative side of the business,
helping to develop and make the next generation of Twofour shows.
That’s the aspect I find most rewarding.
What’s the key to great content in your opinion?
Great content can come in a hundred and one ways, whether that’s
because it makes you question a long-held belief, surprises you with an
unexpected plot twist, inspires you to live your life differently, teaches
you a new skill or allows you to escape to a magical world. Great content
should always evoke some form of emotional reaction.
What show are you most proud to have been a part of in your career?
That’s tough. I’ve been lucky enough to work on some brilliant shows at
Twofour, but The Jump holds a special place in my heart. It’s one of the
hardest, most dangerous and technically challenging shows ever made
on TV but it’s also the most fun that’s possible to have in production. TBI
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All Together Now
Best Musical Format

Ambulance Season 2

Factual TV Project of the Year

Mr Bean

Endemol
Shine Group
congratulates
every one of
the amazing 12
nominees in this
year’s Content
Innovation
Awards.

Best Use of Social Media

Big Bounce Battle

Entertainment Format of the Year

Family Food Fight
Factual Entertainment
Programme of the Year

The Good Karma
Hospital Season 2

Best Returning Drama Series

Gunpowder

Best Debut Drama Series

MasterChef

Entertainment Format
of the Year

MasterChef Australia Season 10
Series Launch of the Year

Operación Triunfo
The YouTube Award

Peaky Blinders Season 4
Best Returning Drama Series
& Series Launch of the Year

Younger Season 5

Best Returning Drama Series
& Series Launch of the Year
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AWARD WINNER AVI NIR, KESHET

Avi Nir: a contribution
to content
Keshet Media Group CEO Avi Nir is the first
winner of the Content Innovation Awards
Contribution to Content gong. He tells TBI
about the meteoric rise of the Keshet business.
Could you have predicted the international success of Keshet today?
I couldn’t have predicted it, but I definitely believed it would go places. It was
very clear to me back then that we had an ongoing supply of original, fresh
ideas and that we would continue to have more. We also saw the writing
on the wall with the increasing international demand for high-end dramas.
Simultaneously, the paradigm has shifted and the video world has gotten
flatter, in the sense that it has grown more agnostic to the language of
the original, as long as the show itself is brilliant. The new ecosystem has
presented a rare opportunity for Keshet.
How do you keep a business like Keshet evolving and profitable?
It starts with the organizational culture. We are notorious for an almost
neurotic inability to celebrate, but rather to ask ourselves ‘What is the next
challenge ahead?’ We have managed to position ourselves as the most
watched channel in Israel – in fact, just last week, Keshet won all ten top
spots in the weekly ratings charts – so, we’re celebrating this for literally
no more than a few minutes and bizarrely rejoice by setting the bar even
higher for next year.
Apart from that, Keshet is a creative organization which means constantly
innovating on all fronts. It is not only about pushing and supporting our
creators and shows, it is also about reinventing some business patterns and
models.
This year, for example, we approached financial institutions in Israel
and successfully raised money for a new fund with the objective of deficit
funding international shows with global appeal. This has never been done
before in Israel. Being an all-around entrepreneurial enterprise gives you
the juice you need as an ever-evolving business that creates value.
With Keshet’s consistent expansion, how do you divide up your time?
I have this trick that allows me to expand my time: staying in touch with
people on multiple time zones. It allows you to work more hours. At night
you don’t need to bother people in Israel, you can call LA.
Seriously, this year I had to reallocate my time and focus more on Israel.
We had to launch Keshet as a brand new channel and we have decided to
do so with a slate full of new shows. It’s panned out really well – we’ve
become Israel’s leading channel by a handsome margin, which now allows
me to spend much more time on our international shows and business. I
love the development stage, whether it’s a new drama or a reality show. This
is where I can support the executives and creators most.
What advice would you give someone starting out in the business today?
I always ask new hires if they are television enthusiasts or buffs. Unlike
other businesses, we are dealing with content. Content means essence.
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You’ve got to love it. First and foremost you have to have passion for the
thing itself - love thy content and then take care of business.
As we approach the conclusion to Homeland, how does it feel to have been
part of such a popular series?
It’s a phenomenon. Creatively, it only gets better and younger. I am reluctant
to look back on this evergreen, ever-relevant show. Looking at it from afar,
it has in it the ability to stay on for a few more seasons, but it is up to those
who actually do it.
In your opinion, what makes for good international content?
Simply put, very good local content can be the starting point of a good
international content. You need the instigator – the original IP – and then
you need the miracle of re-birth or the second coming. Another creator
at another corner of the earth has to make his own show triggered by an
existing show.
I think we were blessed with creators who are high-quality writers that
inspire others. They don’t strive to do that originally – they want to tell their
story. But it then resonates and inspires others. Usually because there is this
brilliant stem cell in the original.
We are also fortunate to have a channel where we can let these creators
have a go. We are ready to go the whole nine yards with them on a fresh
creative endeavour. This year we took a big chance with When Heroes Fly,
The Stylist and The Showdown and it has really paid off for all of us.
What is the next move?
As always with Keshet, there are all kinds of moves in progress. We have
a number of extremely exciting new shows coming up to the surface in
various countries right now, which we will be able to announce in the
following months.
Also, we are now looking to expand, not only organically, as we have
done in our past. In recent years, we’ve had our share of M&As – last year
we acquired Tresor in Germany and earlier this year, a majority share in
Greenbird Media in the UK.
We are very happy with those moves and we totally see the synergy
potential ahead. We have a great fountain of IP, increasing production
cabilities and we realize that we can substantially accelerate our own
growth, and theirs, with new and beneficial relationships with the right
partners. TBI
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TERRITORY FOCUS SPAIN

Diversifying TV
As the industry works towards ensuring a more diverse workforce, UK and US execs tell Manori
Ravindran the practices – from networking to NEROPA – that are improving workplace inclusivity

B

etween the box office success of
feature films such as Marvel’s Black
Panther and Jon M. Chu’s Crazy
Rich Asians, and the diverse
characters across the US networks’
autumn offerings, such as The CW’s POC-led
Charmed, 2018 has seen less lip service around
representation and more visible, palpable results.
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On the TV production side, the modus
operandi around inclusive practices are
fast changing. Once an after-thought at
the eleventh hour of production, ensuring
diversity along the lines of ethnicity, gender
and disability at all stages of program-making
is increasingly ‘business as usual.’
In the UK, the topic has been at the

forefront of the TV industry, with calls for a
representative TV workforce by high-profile
figures such as Riz Ahmed and Michaela
Coel, and monitoring schemes such as
Project Diamond – an online system to obtain
consistent diversity data on commissioned
programs – being widely adopted by
broadcasters such as the BBC and Sky.
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PROGRAMMING FOCUS DIVERSITY

CREATING THE SHIFT
This summer, the UK producers’ trade body
Pact held workshops for scripted producers
around practical methods for inclusive casting.
“We are trying to determine where the
pinch points are, and where the work needs
to happen to create the shift,” Anjani Patel,
head of diversity at Pact, tells TBI, noting that
the group is to expand these workshops to the
unscripted sector as well.
“We want to give producers frameworks
that they can potentially use so that they are
embedding diversity in the conversation early
on.”
Some of these practices include making
sure someone from a lower socioeconomic
status can access a casting call by ensuring
that an audition is held at a time when train
tickets are not too high. It can also be a case of
allowing self-taping for people with physical or
neuro-disabilities.
“Sometimes, it’s not as straightforward as
casting the exact ethnicity of the role. It might
be more complex than that, and perhaps casting
can be mindful of considering someone who
looks the part and is from a BAME (Black, Asian
and Minority Ethnic) background,” says Patel.
“We are giving the production community
an opportunity to discuss these things, and
these practices also give them the perspective

working with existing scripts to get efficient
results, and has been employed for a number
of high-profile films and television projects
in Germany, Northern Ireland, France, Spain
and Thailand.
While the most labour-intensive aspect of the
process is identifying which roles are genderneutral – a process carried out by, ideally, a
group of three to include more perspectives –
the rest is effectively alternating between male
and female gender assignments.
“And there, the concept of fine-tuning can
be applied, which will further diversify the
cast, relating to age, physical appearance,
ethnic background, et cetera,” says Stieve,
who highlights that the method is not about
focusing on minor characters.
“All the roles in a script should be
investigated and checked if they could be
played by any gender,” she says.

EXPANDING NETWORKS
Patel adds that widening core networks is
an essential component of committing to
diversity, particularly for those in exec roles.
Forging deeper connections with diverse
members of the industry presents a useful
shorthand when it comes to the time-crunch
of tight production schedules, she says.
“In TV, we work in close networks,

“If you don’t know
people from a particular
background, then ask
someone who might
know”
Derren Lawford

Around the World in 80 Tricks

A recent report by regulator Ofcom
showed that there is now a higher proportion
of ethnically diverse workers in TV (13%)
compared with the UK in general (12%) – an
increase of 2% from last year.
Now, alongside regulations to monitor
diversity, attention is shifting to a boots-onthe-ground approach focused on best practices
around awareness – softer but crucial methods
that can be implemented alongside the Project
Diamonds.

of the actors who are women, ethnic minorities
and the disabled.”
One inclusion technique put forward by
Pact is German actor and researcher Belinde
Ruth Stieve’s NEROPA method, which looks
to reduce gender imbalance in film and TV
by detecting neutral roles – parts in which
gender is not significant to the plot, but which
are often portrayed by men – and distributing
them equally between men and women.
The process, says Stieve, presents a way of
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informal structures and in a project-driven
environment,” she explains. “Meeting talent
sounds light, but it is important.”
Similarly, Derren Lawford, creative director
of Cut From A Different Cloth and Around The
World In 80 Tricks indie Woodcut Media,
stresses the importance of networking as a
means of introducing new, diverse talent to
others.
“If you don’t know people from a particular
background, then ask someone who might
TBI October/November 2018 45
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know. I have had people from other production
companies call me and say, ‘Do you know
anyone who is a person of color (POC), talented
and wants to work on a particular series?’
“I now actively introduce POC I know to
other producers whether they are looking for
people or not. As producers, we are under
pressure to deliver things very quickly, and
that inclines people to make quick decisions
about hiring. You call the people you know and
reach out to them, and then you’re hiring the
same kinds of people.”
Lawford says that Woodcut, which was
founded by Kate Beal, has a “slight advantage”
as “the company’s faces are a woman and a
POC”.
But as a direct consequence of the executive
structure, Woodcut has come to expect
numerous queries from ethnically diverse
talent and women. “It’s an organic thing – it
just happens,” says the exec.

TOOLS OF THE TRADE
However, for businesses with a different
executive
make-up,
Lawford
advises
advertising in groups such as Simone
Pennant’s organization The TV Collective,
which has a vibrant job board used by a
number of ethnically diverse workers in TV.
“Every time we put out a job posting, we
send the same blurb to the TV Collective,”

Cut from a Different Cloth

Susie Dark, chief operating officer at Indian
Summer School producer Naked Entertainment,
notes that while the UK industry initially tends
to “push back” on initiatives such as Project
Diamond, the reporting process – which sees
production companies collect and report data
from program contributors to monitor on-

“All the roles in a script
should be investigated
and checked if they could
be played by any gender”
Belinde Ruth Stieve

says Lawford, noting that Woodcut also
takes advantage of national schemes such as
Creative Access, which helps BAME talent
secure paid training opportunities.
“We also track talent, keeping our eyes on
certain people,” he adds. “[CEO Beal] was very
keen to do a lot of things in-house and we did
everything we could to find and hire female
editors to work across our programs. In trying
to find one, we found three.”
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screen diversity – is “now second nature” to
most businesses.
“What I do notice, though, is that there is
not enough diversity across the channels in
the UK,” she says.
“If that change happened, it would filter
down to the production community. There
are a lot of very talented people [who are
commissioning execs] but they are pretty
similar. That needs to change.”

Over in the US, Los Angeles-based
producer-distributor MarVista Entertainment
focuses primarily on female-led content, such
as TV movies The Year Of Spectacular Men and
The Archer.
Being a female-focused company where
more than 50% of the workforce are women
was “very intentional” from the beginning,
and it has become part of the business’s
DNA, according to CEO Fernando Szew, who
acknowledges that “it was four white men that
created MarVista, but from early on, it made
business sense for us to be inclusionary.”
One of the business’s techniques for
promoting off-screen representation has been
to target specific festivals, such as actor-activist
Geena Davis’ Bentonville Film Festival, at
which the organization sponsored a short
film competition, and provided the winner an
opportunity to direct a film for the company.
Elsewhere,
MarVista
created
an
apprenticeship and mentorship program
through the United States of Women
organization, which runs an annual summit.
“We are trying to frame ourselves within
those environments to build awareness. Lip
service is not a bad thing, but you have to be
intentional when you make decisions,” says
Szew.
“The industry needs diversity across all its
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MASSIVE
ENGINEERING
MISTAKES
10 x 60’
BriteSpark Films
All over the world there are unbelievable
building blunders. Learning from the
experts who help unpick the science
behind these designs, and eyewitness
reports of these crazy calamities, this
series analyses what went wrong and how
it was fixed.

LAUNCHING

OVER 50
NEW SHOWS
EGYPT’S
UNEXPLAINED FILES
10 x 60’
360 Production
The proliferation of technology has led to our
understanding of Ancient Egypt like never
before. With unprecedented access to the
latest research, data from high-tech scans,
satellite imagery and chemical analysis our
experts can finally solve some of Egypt’s most
complex hidden mysteries.

FLIPPING
BANGERS

MY DEADLY
RELATION

SERIES 2

6 x 60’
Woodcut Media

13 x 60’
Just Might TV

Exploring what it’s like to have a murderer
in the family from the unique perspective
of the people who know the murderers
best, their loved ones. Their relatives
discuss how the heinous crimes impacted
on those around them, and how they dealt
with the aftermath.

Gus and Will quit successful jobs and
attempt to make a new living by buying,
fixing and ‘flipping’ cars that other people
would walk away from. They look for profit
potential in rusty and forgotten cars, with
the goal to double their money on every
deal and stay in business!

MYTHICAL
BEASTS
10 x 60’
Windfall Films
For thousands of years, civilizations have
believed in mythical beasts – Dragons, Cyclops,
Giants, Vampires and Sea Monsters. But where
did the stories of these fabled creatures come
from? And what can these myths tell us about
the medieval and ancient civilizations that
created them?

+44 20 3735 5222
sales@tcbmediarights.com
www.tcbmediarights.com
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PROGRAMMING FOCUS DIVERSITY

“The majority of people
want to improve diversity,
but a lot of them just don’t
know how ”
Nick Smith

functions, and that is one thing MarVista can
provide because of the content we make.”
The exec notes that MIPCOM provides
a “wonderful opportunity” to discuss
representation.
“Multiculturalism and multinationalism is
part and parcel of what this gathering is about.
For organisers to become more intentional
in those areas is a great thing, and helps to
lift all companies, even if some are only now
beginning to be more aware.”

DIVERSIFY AWARDS
In Cannes, what began as an intimate
gathering of TV execs for ‘Diversity Drinks’ at
the cosy La Bouche à Oreille in 2015 eventually
grew into the organisation Diversity TV, whose
board includes All3Media International SVP
of format production Nick Smith, Scorpion
Television managing director David Cornwall,
Little Black Book CEO Bunmi Akintonwa and
Reed Midem sales director Liliane Da Cruz.

Last year, the group launched the inaugural
Diversify TV Awards at the Carlton Hotel,
paying tribute to international programming
that provides a “fair and accurate
representation” of ethnic groups, LGBTQ
(lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer)
and disabled communities, with each category
including awards for both scripted and
unscripted shows.
The awards return this year on October 16,
with a new category honouring diverse kids’
programming as well as official support from
Reed Midem.
“The majority of people want to improve
diversity, but I think a lot of them just don’t
know how and the whole idea of what we’re
trying to do is to let people who are having
success with certain things share their stories
so that others can pick up on that,” explains
All3Media International’s Smith.
The former Sony Pictures Television and
BBC exec highlights that entries received for
this year’s awards are, in many ways, far more

diverse than last year’s submissions. While
that could be due to growing awareness of
the awards and Diversify’s mission, Smith
has noticed a sea change in the programming
itself.
“Some of the entries last year were slightly
stretching to be real leaders in diversity,
whereas the projects coming in this year – in a
range of ways we couldn’t have ever imagined
– are pushing the envelope forward,” he says.
“There are [great entries] from a lot of
countries that you may not instantly think of
as having a particularly diverse slate of TV or
the best record for featuring minorities.”
Similarly, Smith points out that All3Media
International also has one of its most diverse
line-ups “in a number of years” at MIPCOM,
where it is unveiling BBC One drama Informer
and Hulu and Channel 4’s Desiree Akhavanfronted comedy The Bisexual.
“Hopefully that diversity is being repeated
by other distributors in the industry,” he says.
Smith highlights the importance of diverse
execs informing company strategies around
representation.
“If it’s the same middle-class white men
trying to work out their company’s strategy
towards diversity then that is probably the
issue,” he says.
“But it can also be the white middle-class
man who owns the company who decides
to do something about it. Except he needs to
realize that he can’t do that on his own and
needs to have a diverse team around him to
really make a positive difference.” TBI

MIPCOM’S DIVERSITY STRATEGY

Issa Rae
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Still recognized by the industry as a “mustattend” event (for more, see the TBI Disitributor’s
Survey), MIPCOM has worked to improve
programming around diversity and inclusion
in recent iterations of the market. In 2016,
organisers launched the inaugural Diversity
Summit, which included a number of panels
and keynotes about the topic.
In recent years, Reed Midem has “remodeled”
the summit into individual events. This year,
MIPCOM Personality of the Year is Issa Rae, the
star and creator of HBO’s hit drama Insecure,
which has continued to present a unique lens
on the dialogue around race and blackness in

the US. Rae is to discuss her commitment to
create opportunities for women and writers of
colour on October 17.
Elsewhere, MIPCOM hosts a screening of
BBC One’s Informer – for more insight into the
making of the show, see TBI Scripted – as well
as a discussion of Anders Hammer’s Escape
from Syria: Rania’s Odyssey. Meanwhile, a panel
discussion will feature The Bisexual creator
Desiree Akhavan and Sky Vision managing
director Jane Millichip and Creative Diversity
Network executive director Deborah Williams.
Most events are taking place on October 17,
following the Diversify Awards on October 16.
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TBI INTERVIEW DAN COHEN

A paramount
year
A year into his role as president of worldwide
licensing at Paramount, Disney alum Dan Cohen
sits with TBI to discuss the company’s boutique
approach when it comes to television, Disney’s
upcoming SVOD service and plans for MIPCOM.

What have you been up to since joining Paramount Pictures last year?
When I arrived, we didn’t have a lot of television series and most of them
were for SVOD, with 13 Reasons Why for Netflix probably getting the most
press. We will continue to do this, as we’ve recently also brought Maniac –
starring Emma Stone and Jonah Hill – to Netflix and Jack Ryan to Amazon.
A lot of these shows don’t give us a lot to do in the short-term, however,
because all the rights sit with the SVOD service for a few years. So, we spend
more of our time on the series that we can take to market more quickly. We
didn’t have a lot of that when we started, we’re getting to a place where we
have a better balance.
I spend a lot of my time trying to work with our colleagues at Paramount
Television, the development production arm, so that we have a good balance
and bring titles to market more quickly. I also spend a fair bit of my time on
movie licensing for our film business, which has over 25,000 titles.
Your TV catalogue mainly consists of high-end drama. How do you pick
these projects and what is the aim?
We’re still a bit of a boutique when it comes to television. We don’t have ten
network titles to screen at the LA Screenings every May. And we don’t have
a rule against working with network television, but it’s really not our forte.
As a business, we look for things that we feel are really special and that
have elements to get people to stop and pay attention that it’s a Paramount
series - things that have a reason to exist, especially internationally. The one
we’ve spent a lot of time on recently is Catch 22.
What gets people’s attention is that the book is iconic. You take that book
and add the writer Luke Davies, who won a BAFTA for Lion, and you add
the producing-directing team headed by George Clooney. There’s also some
European specific casting like Giancarlo Giannini and Hugh Laurie, and it
becomes something that makes sense not just for Hulu, who first picked it
up for the US, but all over the world. People want to stop and hear about it.
TV is becoming an increasingly crowded business, does this work for you
or hinder you?
It’s good because we do business with everybody. So, we have no other
agenda, we’re not trying to develop anything to compete with SVOD, or
to compete with traditional clients. We’re trying to service all of them
and my priorities tend to be on the new properties because they are the
most valuable.
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As a Disney alum, what do you think the company will do with the
upcoming streamer? How can it add value in your opinion?
I left Disney before those decisions were made. I wasn’t part of the
discussion that led to it, but having worked there for 20 years I know that
when Disney sets its mind to something, they will do it really well. It was not
decision that was reached quickly or cavalierly.
I get the sense that there will be a Disney branded SVOD service and
perhaps a Hulu branded one. I personally think Hulu is a really strong
service, if I was asked - and still there - I would lean on Hulu to help make
this a reality. I think they have really worked out what they’re doing and
they’re doing it well.
The closest parallel from my Disney tenure was Disney Movies Anywhere
and from the moment it launched it was incredibly well received in terms
of consumers and press. People didn’t look and say ‘this thing has 8 million
bugs’. I expect that will happen here too.
What does your slate look like for MIPCOM?
One of the things we’ll be shopping is an adaptation of John Green’s first
novel Looking for Alaska. This is for Hulu in the US, but we’ve begun
shopping it internationally. We’re also going to be bringing in The Spy Who
Came in from the Cold, something we’re doing with The Ink Factory who
work with Le Carré novels.
We’ll also be distributing half-hour sitcom First Wives Club, which is really
different from our other titles. They’re titles people recognise, so that’s how
we can be boutique but not left out of the conversation. TBI
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Spanish boom

Netflix worldwide hit, La Casa de Papel, created by Vancouver Media’s Alex Pina and Esther Martínez
Lobato, has catapulted Spanish TV fiction to the next level. Emiliano de Pablos reports

L

a Casa de Papel was the first
project set up at Madrid-based
Vancouver Media, the production
house run by Pina and Martínez
Lobato, after years working at TV
giant Globomedia, where they were involved
in emblematic Spanish TV primetime series
such as Los Serrano, El Barco, Los Hombres de
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Paco and, more recently, Vis a Vis.
The high-concept series debuted in Spain
last year via Atresmedia, flying under the
rader on Antena 3 at primetime. After it
landed on Netflix last December, it triggered a
globa explosion. It has now become the most
watched non-English language show on the
SVOD operator.

“It has been remarkable and very rewarding
for us. Our idea with La Casa de Papel was to
make a TV series in a careful, home-crafted
way, with a small team of people that shared
the same ideas,” says Martínez Lobato.
The overwhelming success of the series has
rapidly made the Vancouver Media team the
focus of talent searchers on the international,
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El Embarcadero

Gigantes

high-profile TV drama landscape.
Netflix subsequently signed a licensing
agreement with Atresmedia, which allowed
Netflix and Vancouver to produce La Casa de
Papel Part 3, to be released worldwide next
year, exclusively on the streaming giant.
“Such a phenomenon as La Casa De Papel
is not predictable, but it shows that Spanish
drama can compete against series made by US
networks as well as high-end budget series, in a
global environment. With La Casa de Papel, we
have probably convinced those programmers

who were still sceptical that Spanish drama
could work globally,” says Christian Gockel,
EVP of acquisitions and sales at Beta Film.
In July, Pina and Netflix linked to produce
new exclusive TV series. Beyond La Casa
de Papel season three, the showrunner is
preparing female action TV drama Sky Rojo,
slated to go into production next year, as
well as White Lines, in partnership with The
Crown’s Left Bank, on the investigation of the
disappearance of a legendary Manchester DJ
in Ibiza.
Pina and Martínez Lobato have also teamed
with the recently launched Atresmedia
Studios to create Telefónica and Movistar+’s
new original series, El Embarcadero (The Pier),
which receives its world premiere at MIPCOM,
with Beta Film handling international sales.
“El Embarcadero is a heavy-duty, sensual
drama with breakthrough crime elements.
We are convinced the series will have a strong
impact on the TV industry,” says Gockel.
Shooting in Valencia’s Albufera National
Park through December, El Embarcadero stars
La Casa de Papel’s Álvaro Morte, and Verónica
Sánchez (Morocco – Love in Times of War).
The series revolves around a high-profile
female architect who, already shattered by
the suicide of her husband, is even more
devastated when she finds he had been
leading a double-life with another woman and
their child.
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“After La Casa de Papel, I needed to do
something totally different. We have been
working in (TV fiction) genres for many years
and it’s great to diversify,” Martínez Lobato
says.
“This time, the challenge was to produce
a different narrative, without guns or perfect
heists, but that would be equally wild, and
unusual in its storytelling,” she explains.
The new series aims to bring to the screen
what are considered some of the major values
at Vancouver Media: character development
and the treatment of time, features that
contributed to the global success of La Casa de
Papel.
“La Casa de Papel didn’t start from scratch,
but from an audience base that was looking
for Spanish content at Netflix,” says Inside
Content’s Geraldine Gonard, director of
Conecta Fiction, the Santiago de Compostelabased international TV drama co-production
event.
An audience which, especially in Latin
America has for several years, been enjoying
Spanish TV dramas such as AtresmediaBambú Producciones’ Velvet and Grand Hotel,
helping to break the traditional accent barriers.
Run by Ramón Campos and Teresa
Fernández-Valdés, Bambú Producciones is
one of the flagship companies within the
current take-over of the international TV
market by Spanish TV drama. Bambú has a
TBI October/November 2018 53
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fruitful relationship with leading TV players
such as Netflix and Atresmedia.
After Las Chicas del Cable, Netflix first
original series in Spain, renewed for season
four, Bambú is now producing for the
streaming giant the documentary series, El
Crimen de Alcasser, and TV drama, Alta Mar.
For Atresmedia, it is starting to produce
primetime series 45 Revoluciones, focused on
the struggles for freedom of Spanish pop/
rock bands of the 60s under the Franco
dictatorship.
“The main key behind the international
success of Spanish TV drama is awareness
of the fact that we are addressing an audience
that we have to conquer,” says Campos.
“For many years, we have fought a duel
on the free-to-air TV market: if you were not
successful, you were removed from the grid.
That’s been introduced into the DNA of the
current generation of TV creators,” he adds.
Indeed, Spain’s solid TV drama industry
has been forged by a long tradition of hit
primetime local productions that usually
bested bigger-budget US series as the most
watched TV programming, something
uncommon in the rest of Europe.
Worldwide buyers have taken note of the
competitiveness of Spanish TV drama, and
started years ago to acquire multiple local
productions, in both finished tape as well as
adaptation rights.
Recent US deals include drama pilots of
Bambú’s Grand Hotel and La Embajada,
executive produced by Eva Longoria for ABC.
“The SVOD explosion, giving access to
catalogues of all countries, has allowed many
users around the world to discover Spanish TV
series, thereby multiplying their popularity,”
says Javier Méndez, head of content at
Mediapro.
“There is growing interest from other
territories, producers or global operators
in identifying Spanish producers and local
creative talent. I think we should feel lucky and
take advantage of this wave,” Méndez says.
That interest has often materialized in the
total or partial acquisition of top Spanish TV
drama production companies. For example,
StudioCanal took a 33% stake in Bambú
in 2016, and Beta Film last year nabbed a
minority percentage at Señor Mono, the outfit
created by the founders of La Competencia.
“The growth in the TV industry has brought
exciting new opportunities for producers and
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viewers alike. Our TV players have launched
into high-end drama production, which means
larger budgets and greater ambition. We are
creating, developing and shooting more high
quality Spanish drama series than ever before,”
says Pilar Blasco, who runs Endemol Shine
Iberia, operating in the Spanish TV fiction
sector via Diagonal TV (Netflix-Atresmedia’s
La Catedral del Mar, Atresmedia’s Matadero, an
Amazon pickup) and Zeppelin (Movistar+’s
Virtual Hero).
“There has never been a greater opportunity
for Spanish scripted producers, particularly
as the likes of Netflix begin looking to nonEnglish language content. As strong story

tellers with a wealth of fantastic local on and
off-screen talent, we really hold our own in
this competitive content landscape,” says
Stefano Torrisi, EVP at Banijay Spain, which
is building its scripted offering through
its subsidiary, DLO/Magnolia, getting into
projects such as Dime Quién Soy, for Movistar
+ and Monte Perdido, for pubcaster TVE.
Since leading pay TV operator Movistar+
kicked-off its original TV scripted production
plans in 2016, the local TV sector has been
revitalised. The production of original series
continues to be one of the basic pillars
of Movistar+ with the aim of bringing a
distinguishing element to its TV offer.

Grand Hotel

La Casa de Papel
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Vota Juan

In early September, Domingo Corral,
original fiction director at Movistar+,
confirmed that the paybox will continue
releasing 12 new titles, investing 70 million
per season, with internationalization being
the next step within Movistar+’s strategy in the
content production business.
One of the most awaited Movistar+ original
series for the new season, Enrique Urbizu’s TV
drama Gigantes launches October at MIPCOM,
sold by France’s About Premium Content.
“The arrival of Movistar + on the market and
their commissioning of originals has been a
game changer in the evolution of Spanish
TV drama, focusing on long development,
fostering new talent and investing high
budgets, with a very ambitious approach.
Spanish drama has now joined the best of
European drama,” says Emmanuelle Guilbart,
CEO and co-founder of APC.
Established as a global sports rights dealer
and producer behind movies such as Woody
Allen’s Midnight in Paris, Mediapro entered
high-end international drama, coproducing
Paolo Sorrentino’s HBO-Sky Atlantic The
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Young Pope.
The TV giant, which operates 53 offices in
35 countries, has already partnered with many
of the world’s leading TV players, from Netflix
(Edha) and Viacom (Los Internacionales) in
Argentina to Amazon Studios (Six Dreams),
Fox Network Group España (Vis a Vis) and
Turner Iberia (Vota Juan) in Spain. It is also
developing TV drama A Dry Run with The
Wire’s David Simon and is eying further
expansion in Latin America.
In Spain, Mediapro’s subsidiary company
100 Balas has joined with Turner Iberia to
produce Vota Juan, a comedy series about the
ambition and mediocrity of politicians, part of
Turner’s original fiction production plan.
“Spain is our first market for obvious
reasons, but not the only one. Vota Juan has
many hooks that make it attractive for other
markets,” says Turner Iberia VP Daniel
González.
He adds: “For example, the behaviour and
attitudes of the characters can be understood
everywhere. On the top of that, Javier Cámara,
who plays Juan, is an internationally acclaimed

actor having worked on series such as Narcos
and The Young Pope and in several Pedro
Almodóvar films.”
The effervescence of the TV fiction market
can also be perceived in the arrival of further
global players such as Amazon, who has
commissioned its first original TV drama in the
country, romantic comedy Little Coincidences,
teaming
with
Atresmedia
Studios,
MedioLimón and Onza Entertainment.
Meanwhile, Netflix strength in its
commitment to the Spanish market last July
with the establishment of its first European
production hub in Madrid.
The new 22,000-square-meter campus
in Tres Cantos, 20 minutes’ drive north of
Madrid, managed and developed by Grupo
Secuoya, will be a central facility for Netflix’s
growing slate of Spanish-language original
content over the coming years.
Local TV producers agree: the move will be
a trigger for series production in the country,
and reinforces the idea of a vibrant TV fiction
sector, offering great servicing professionals
and renowned creative talent. TBI
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A

t its core, the primary role
of a TV distributor is still
to sell programmes to the
international market. But
these days a growing number
of distributors are also involved in activities that
look more like development, production and –
in some cases – commissioning.
There are several reasons for this, but the
main one, says eOne Television International
president Stuart Baxter, is money: “Shows
that have the potential to sell internationally
have become more expensive to make, but
broadcasters in individual markets are paying
less towards them. That means distributors are
taking on more of the financial risk. It’s difficult
for us to do that if we don’t have any influence or
control over the quality of the resulting show.”
This doesn’t necessarily mean that
distributors are deciding the creative direction
of shows, says Baxter, but they are intervening
in ways that make shows more marketable.
“In the case of the eOne group, we have a
really experienced chief content officer in
Mark Gordon, who is in charge of delivering
great shows, but eOne will feedback market
intelligence into the process – for example what
tone will work for which network and the kind
of cast that sells. We can also make judgement
calls about whether increasing investment
behind a show might make it more attractive to
international buyers.”
He says scripted series Ransom is an
example: “That show came to us from a French
production company. It was a great premise,
but a bit parochial. So we brought in Frank
Spotnitz as lead writer, increased the budget
and introduced international talent. That was
enough to get CBS interested, and then RTL
and TF1 also came on board.”
Paramount president of worldwide television
licensing Dan Cohen describes a similar set
up at his division, which distributes high end
scripted series such as Yellowstone and the new
Jack Ryan TV series: “The responsibility for
sourcing IP or developing ideas sits elsewhere
within Paramount, but our job is to ensure
that a project can work internationally. An idea
may come to us with a partner attached but if
we don’t think we can distribute it, we can’t
support it. Similarly, I won’t be on set during
production, but I really have to know what is
going on and have a voice to make sure the
project is as anticipated.”
At a certain point in the process, this
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involvement isn’t just about protecting
Paramount’s own interests but also those of its
partners. “If you take a project like Catch 22,” he
says, “that started with an expression of interest
from Hulu in the US, but then saw Channel 4
and Sky Italia come on board as co-producers.
So part of our role is about representing their
views on matters such as script and cast.”
There is a balancing act, acknowledges
Cohen, “We’re handling distribution of
season two of Turner’s The Alienist – and it’s
important for us to say what we think will help
internationally. But we can’t overstep the mark
and interfere with the creative vision.”
All3Media International CEO Louise
Pedersen agrees: “Our level of investment on
drama can be as much as 50%, so that gives us
influence over a show – but we’d never interfere
creatively. Where our role has evolved is in the
direction of innovative co-financing.”
By this, she means “looking beyond the
traditional commissioners for partners who
might get involved in a series. An example
would be Studio Lambert drama The Feed,
which we brought to Liberty Global and Virgin.
And off the back of that Amazon got involved.”
Pedersen draws a line, however, at
suggestions that A3MI might request
significant changes in the show to fit the needs
of buyers – for example moving the location of
the action: “It’s the other way round. If we see
a great script, we might approach buyers based
on our knowledge of the international market.
For example, Company Pictures’ Blood was
set in Ireland, and that made it logical to work
with TV3 Ireland. It wasn’t located in Ireland
because of TV3.”
Julie Meldal-Johnsen, EVP global content,
ITV Studios Global Entertainment takes a
similar line. “We are not frustrated producers.
We believe in the producers’ talent and ability;
their taste and judgement. Producers are
internationally savvy and understand that
ambitious drama needs a strong global appetite
to be realised.”
That said, “we are across development slates
earlier than perhaps traditionally was the
norm, so we offer them a sounding board,”
she adds. “We work collaboratively throughout
development, navigating the idea through the
likely competition, and set up the production
with international exploitation opportunities
and issues in mind. We also bring together
international partners who demonstrate the
commitment to support the show over a multi-

The War of the Worlds

season life cycle.”
Examples, says Meldal-Johnsen, include “The
new blockbuster adaptation of H.G. Wells’ War
of the Worlds from Mammoth Screen and coproducer Creasun for BBC One, launching this
MIPCOM; or Victoria, which is a co-production
between Mammoth Screen and PBS for ITV.
We nurtured these projects from a very early
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Distributors: the
new producers?
A growing number of distributors are involved in activities that look more like development,
production and commissioning. Andy Fry investigates new in the sales business
stage.”
Meldal-Johnsen likens the distributor’s role
to a central hub for all partners, the producer,
the primary broadcaster and co-producers/ first
international partners. For example, Vanity Fair
is an Amazon Studios coproduction with ITV
and World on Fire, our most ambitious drama
yet, is a truly multi-national view of ordinary

people during World War II. We have brought
in French, German and Polish coproducers to
work with Mammoth Screen and the BBC to
bring different and authentic multinational
voices to this worldwide event.”
If there’s another piece she views as
increasingly important it is “marketing, which
is something we consider much earlier.”
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APC joint CEO Emmanuelle Guilbart
agrees that distributors need to protect their
investment. And she argues that this is
beneficial for producers: “They get access to an
exhaustive skill set early on and can optimise
every aspect of it, with more chance of having
the right development and financing strategy
for international success.”
TBI October/November 2018 59
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She also says companies like APC “are
also very good intermediaries to set up
coproductions between producers and projects
we believe would add strength and value to each
other. For example, we set up the coproduction
between Denmark’s Good Company and
France’s Make it Happen on the science fiction
thriller Unpunished.”
She acknowledges that this more muscular
distributor role requires diplomacy. “At APC,
we are careful about 3 things: (a) to never be
seen as a source of creative interference but as
a source of improvement and support, (b) to
stick to our tailor-made approach and adapt our
role to what is expected by the producer, and (c)
work on projects we are passionate about and
where we can make a difference.”
APC is positioned as something of a
hybrid, explains Guilbart, what she calls a copro-distribution boutique: “Giving notes on
development and production is something we
do even when we simply act as a distributor.
However, APC is also developing projects on
the production side of our business. Most of
these are initiated by producers who come to us
at an early stage and who typically retain creative
control. And we also have our own projects,
which may be based on book adaptation rights
or on original ideas.”
Red Arrow Studios International president
Henrik Pabst says his company is also
very proactive in production-style roles:
“Increasingly we manage the relationship
between multiple partners on a project at the
earliest possible stage, to ensure there is a plan
of action, proper allocation of responsibilities
and an understanding of how the different
elements of the process are to be handled and
by whom. And while we always respect the role
and integrity of the key production creatives, it
can also be helpful to give feedback on areas
such as casting and scripts because we bring an
international perspective.”
Pabst is also not shy about promoting RASI’s
role in sourcing content: “We actively look to
acquire and develop IP from a variety of sources
and then package them with producers – both
Red Arrow Studios companies such as Endor
in the UK or Fabrik Entertainment in the US,
and third-party producers. We also develop
relationships with writing, directing and acting
talent. Red Arrow Studios’ partnership with
Kari Skogland and her production company
Mad Rabbit, is an example.”
Pabst says working with indie producers is
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a vital part of the mix. “A good example is our
work with The Imaginarium and Soho Moon,
we are distributing their BBC drama Death
and Nightingales at MIPCOM. We provided cofinancing alongside UK commissioner BBC2
and RTE in Ireland. In general, we are seen
by third-party producers as über-connectors
delivering speed, agility, adaptability and
intelligence.”
One obvious question is why distributors
get involved in risk projects, rather than just
focusing on tape sales. Pabst says: “To secure
the rights to a marquee project, especially in
scripted, you need to get in early, often at the

from David Simon (creator of The Wire).
With that kind of talent, Halliwell says DRG
has no reason to usurp the creative function.
“But it’s right to say we are evolving more into
being a content business. 3-4 years ago, most of
our investment went to acquiring ready-made
shows. But now 75% goes into developing early
stage projects, first-look deals etc. That’s why we
have execs like Dave Clarke and Quinn Taylor
working on development and acquisition.”
Halliwell says DRG’s new proactive
model extends to factual. An example is MY
Entertainment’s four-part series Manson’s
Bloodline, which DRG fully-funded before

“We actively look to acquire
and develop IP from a variety of
sources and then package them
with producers”
Henrik Pabst,
Red Arrow Studios International

development or scripting stage, with a sizeable
financial commitment. You must be nimble,
creative and flexible.”
One of the most interesting examples of how
the distributor role is evolving is Atrium TV, a
scripted TV “commissioning club” launched in
2017 by Howard Stringer, former chairman of
Sony, and Jeremy Fox, chairman of distributor
DRG. The purpose of Atrium, says DRG
CEO Richard Halliwell is to deliver premium
international drama content for regional OTT
players and telcos. “In essence, Atrium finds
and develops scripted projects and presents
them to club members, which include the
likes of BT TV (UK), Televisa (LatAm) Viaplay
(Nordics), Orange (France), Movistar+ (Spain),
Deutsche Telekom (Germany) and Iflix (Asia/
MENA). If they like a project, they can licence
the series for their territory and DRG handles
sales in the rest of the world.”
Projects to have been greenlit so far include
One Giant Leap and Quasimodo, says Halliwell.
“One Giant Leap is being producer by Mike
Medavoy (Black Swan) with Stephen Kronish
writing (24). Quasimodo is being written by
Ashley Pharoah (Life on Mars).” In May, a
new slate was presented to the buyer’s club,
including a Spanish Civil war-themed series

licensing on to Reelz in the US and Viaplay
in
Scandinavia.
“The
commissioning
environment in factual has become increasingly
hostile, and a lot of indies are finding it tough.
So distributors like ours play a bigger role in
development, deficits and market intelligence.
We’ve even extended our floor space so that
we can accommodate producers alongside our
distribution team.”
Factual TV throws up numerous instances
of distributors in non-traditional roles. Passion
Distribution, for example, has just presold
Pioneer Productions’ series Planes Gone Viral to
Network 10 Australia, SKY in New Zealand and
NTV in Germany. Emmanuelle Namiech, CEO
Passion Distribution, says the show, which
features aircraft incidents caught on camera,
“comes from collaboration at development
stage between Pioneer and Passion, in response
to the needs from international market, and is
financed through the presales and investment.
Funding models to create content continue
to evolve and it is essential for producers and
distributors to work closely together.”
TCB Media, meanwhile, has taken
the bold step of appointing its own inhouse commissioning executive, Hannah
Demidowicz. Confirming the company’s status
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as a ‘mini-commissioner’ it has just greenlit
three shows — World’s Most Incredible Hotels (13
x 60 mins), World’s Most Extraordinary Families
(6 x 60 mins) and Wild Tube (12 x 30 mins) —
all of which will be launched at MIPCOM this
October.
Commenting Demidowicz says: “By
developing and funding our own content, we
are not only in control of our own pipeline, but
invested in the quality and success of our shows.
That means we can offer a level of service that
takes the distributor-broadcaster relationship to
a new level.”
Nicky Davies Williams, CEO, DCD Rights
is another who says: “our role is increasingly
to work closely with production companies
advising on international feedback to tailor to
market, as well as pre-selling and packaging coproductions with producers and broadcasters.”
According to Davies Williams, “In factual
we are increasingly asked to shape ideas. With
regards to drama, we also become involved very
early. Both our sales and acquisitions teams
read and evaluate treatments and scripts and
provide market feedback on all elements of this
process including casting and marketing. But
as to signing up the IP, we do not compete with
producers. Generally we work with talented and
trusted producers, so we do not overstep our
presence.”
In terms of the quasi-commissioning
role, she says “we put together and continue
to oversee a successful and long-running
coproduction between producer 1/17 with
September Films for Penn & Teller: Fool Us for
the CW Network. As well as popular crime

series with FirstLookTV, such as Nurses Who
Kill and 21st Century Serial Killer.”
Like APC, Davies Williams adds that “part of
our collaboration with producers has been to
introduce parties from different countries – for
example if we feel a company in South Africa
could break into more international markets
through a partnership with a UK company who
could add a well-known host, then we are happy
to do that.”
Emily Elisha, head of factual, Banijay Rights
agrees that “potential international money is
being put to use much earlier and more often to
get projects over the line. In some cases, we codevelop projects with broadcasters where there
is a germ of an idea which is then worked up to
the point that the broadcaster feels comfortable
to put up financing. Then we can work out what
we can advance ourselves.”
Elisha says “we can help shape content to give
it the best chance of sales, so if a broadcaster is
part funding an idea, we can advise what could
make it attractive to other buyers who licence
similar content or that have told us what they are
looking for. Ovation pre-bought the first season
of lifestyle travel series Rachel Hunter’s Tour of
Beauty, which saw the supermodel travel to
various countries around the world, from Greece
to South Korea exploring their beauty secrets.
The presale helped mould the decision to set the
second season within the Americas as we felt
this would be of strong appeal to Ovation.”
Elisha is another who supports the notion
of distributors as commissioners. “This has
been borne partly out of a frustration with the
commissioning landscape e.g. if it’s been too

Ray Winstone’s World
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slow or painful. It has also been borne out of
the innovation of producers who have fantastic
ideas that they’ve spent time crafting and which
they aren’t ready to give up on if it’s simply badtiming for a commission green-light.”
There is a risk with this model, says Elisha,
“because the first question most buyers ask
about a project is ‘who’s commissioned it?’. “So
in those cases, the distributor has to work harder
to get that comfort by being across the editorial
and knowing the producer’s track record.”
Banijay projects that illustrate the new
emphasis in distribution include Ray Winstone’s
World, “which we financed alongside the
producers SWR Media, in association with
Dash Pictures. We are working closely with the
producers on it - they shared footage at an early
stage and we gave our notes on what we think
will work best.”
Many of the above messages are also
relevant in the world of kids content, says Cake
Entertainment CEO and creative director Tom
Van Waveren. For him, one of the key benefits
of distributors taking on production duties is
that they can improve the overall quality of the
end result. “One of the advantages of thinking
about a project internationally from the outset
is that you are not just focusing on local talent,
you are searching for the best people you can
find anywhere. So you can help raise the bar on
a production creatively.”
He cites the example of Space Chickens, a
show for Disney EMEA and Nine Network
Australia. “In that case, we even went as far
as setting up Gingerbread Animation, a new
studio in Dublin to make the show.”
Cake has reached a point now where it
is actively developing a large slate of kids
properties in-house, from its starting point
of having been a distributor. “So we brought
in Emily Whinnett as VP Creative and Tom
Doherty as VP Production to make sure we had
the expertise.”
Over and above the issue of protecting
company investment and making shows
international, Van Waveren also notes that new
breed of distributor has a further important
reason for becoming more producer-like. He
says “there comes a point in your evolution
as a distributor when you realise that you are
working incredibly hard on a project and not
retaining any intellectual property. So it makes
sense to use the expertise you have developed
to become a production partner, because that
makes it easier to come out with rights.” TBI
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APOLLO 8

THE MISSION THAT
CHANGED THE WORLD

Marking the 50th anniversary of the
greatest space story of them all

1 x 60’ or 1 x 90’ documentary
MIPCOM Stand C20.A
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PROGRAMMING FOCUS STREAMING

It is no exaggeration to say that streaming, OTT and SVOD services are on the mind’s of
media exes, and with this, the schedule-dependent TV industry will be obliged to embrace
this world in order to avoid becoming irrelevant. Gary Smith reports

The streaming race
goes on

E

ven the most cursory of glances
at the trade headlines of the
last few months provide ample
proof that streaming is no
longer the coming thing, it has
undeniably, arrived as far as the audience
is concerned. According to Conviva’s latest
report, global streaming hours are up by 115%
year-on-year, a figure that is hard to argue with
given that the company’s sensor is installed in
three billion streaming video applications for
over 200 brands, measuring every second of
every stream.
In the US cord-cutters are predicted to
jump by 33% this year, with 1 in 5 customers
now SVOD-only. And even though traditional
pay-TV providers are forming partnerships
with former OTT rivals to retain customers,
according to eMarketer, cord-cutting continues
to outpace projections in the US. Adults who
have cancelled a pay-TV service and then
continued without it will climb 32.8% this
year to 33 million. In any case, partnerships
between traditional broadcasters and services
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such as Netflix are in the early stages, and
whether they will have a significant impact
reducing churn this year is highly unlikely.
And of course there will be more pay-TV
and OTT partnerships in the future, but the
general view is that even this will merely slow,
but not stop, the losses.
The use of SVOD services has surged
ahead in the UK, according to the Office for
National Statistics’ annual Internet Access and
Use report. Close to half of all adults said they
watched Netflix, NOW TV, Amazon Prime
Video or a similar internet-based service over
the months of April to June. In 2016, the last
time the figure was given, less than a third of
respondents said the same. All this is backed
up by findings from Decoding the Default, the
annual study by Hub Entertainment Research
which tracks the TV sources US consumers
consider their go-to viewing platform, which
states that there is a continuing increase in
multiple platform use and a steady move away
from live TV as a default source. Consumers
are using more sources for TV-watching than

ever before, with the average consumer having
4.5 different sources to choose from when they
want to watch TV, including linear TV, DVR,
video on demand, Netflix and Hulu. That
number is up from 3.7 in 2014.
Unsurprisingly, Jon Cody, founder and CEO
of streaming network TV4 Entertainment,
sees a world of opportunity emerging: “The
world is unbundling and it’s a free-for-all
right now. Technology is disrupting the
global TV business and that has opened up
a huge amount of opportunity, in effect there
are lots of slices of pie to be had. But we are
not thinking about taking on Netflix, we are
perfectly happy to be a global niche player.
We are all about serving people who are
passionate about topics such as health because
a lot of these niche communities are much
bigger than you might imagine, and being
authentic and delivering compelling, quality
content is something that was largely ignored
until recently.”
Rather more worrying for the future of
traditional TV, among younger viewers age
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18-34, the number of platforms is 5.1 different
sources and 50% of 18-34 year-olds subscribe
to two or more of the ‘big three’ SVoDs which
are Netflix, Hulu, and Amazon. When the
report was released, Peter Fondulas, principal
at Hub and co-author of the study, admitted
that this is the first year he’d such seen a
sharp drop in live TV viewing among older
consumers. Clearly this has huge implications
for the monetisation of linear TV in general,
as online, on-demand platforms continue to
become mainstream, live viewing has now
become the exception.
While broadcasters may be feeling the
pressure, the old adage that content is king
looks set to take on a whole new meaning, with
content producers seeing the new world order
somewhat differently: “We’ve seen that the
emergence of new streaming video providers
in recent years has brought more homes and
people into the subscription/pay TV market,”
says Dan Fahy, VP, Commercial and Content
Distribution at Viacom International Media
Networks. “Around 30% of SVOD subscribers
in the UK don’t have a ‘traditional’ pay TV

subscription and 30% of SVOD users take
more than one SVOD service. An example of
this is Sky’s Now TV. MTV is a key contributor
to Now TV’s efforts to resonate with a segment
beyond ‘big’ pay TV and much of MTV’s
marketing partnership with Now TV is aimed

in its share price during after-hours trading
following disappointing quarterly numbers
on July 16th says it all. The irony here is that
Netflix added 670,000 subscribers in the US,
and 4.47 million internationally in the leadup to this event. Normally that would be big

“Thirty percent of
SVOD subscribers don’t
have a ‘traditional’ payTV subscription”
Dan Fahy

at Freeview homes. So, it’s reasonable to
assume new entrants would contribute to this
trend of growing the streaming video market.”
A good measure of exactly where streaming
services stand is the performance of their
shares, and Netflix suffering a 14% crash

news, but Wall Street expected 6.3 million new
subs overall. Company CEO Reed Hastings
blamed increased competition from YouTube,
HBO, Disney, Amazon and Apple, as well as
foreign currency fluctuations as the streaming
giants accelerate their international roll-outs.

OUR LADY LTD

rama – 10x60’
The series follows a young gri er, as he attempts to prey
upon a pastor Sir Ben Kingsley , who turns out to be far
more dangerous than he suspects.
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THE TRUTH A OUT THE HARRY UE ERT
A AIR

rama – 10x60’
atrick empsey stars as literary icon arry uebert
who is indicted for murder a er the body of a girl is
found buried on his property.

CONDOR

Spy Thriller – 10x60’
A young CIA analyst stumbles onto a terrible, but brilliant
plan that threatens the lives of millions. Starring Max Irons
and illiam urt.
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Despite this, Netflix announced the creation of
its first production hub in Europe, located in
La Ciudad de la Tele, a new campus in Madrid.
The new hub will be central for Netflix’s
growing slate of Spanish-language original
content over the coming years. This includes
new and existing titles produced by Netflix,
alongside series and films made by production
partners for Netflix.
Viacom is similarly positioning itself to take
full advantage of the emerging opportunities,
Viacom’s Fahy says: “In the UK, Viacom’s
public service broadcaster, Channel 5 has
opened up its streaming service, My5, to other
broadcasters to take advantage of My5’s reach
and distribution. We have partnerships with
A+E Networks UK, PBS America, Little Dot
Studios, Together Channel and BET, with
more streaming partnerships in the works.
We continue to see the market growing and
on the pay TV side, this streaming market
growth is bringing our pay brands MTV,
Comedy Central, Nickelodeon and Nick Jr.

to reports. The service will offer a library of
licensed TV shows, films, and original content
at a lower price than Netflix and Amazon.
Unsurprisingly, DC Comics is seeking to
leverage its current status as the mother-lode
of many Hollywood blockbusters through DC
Universe, a DC Comics streaming service
that was unveiled at the end of June during
a presentation at San Diego Comic Con. DC
announced that the price of the service will be
$7.99.
But this rash of new operators pales into
insignificance compared to the impact that
Spotify could have if it were to successfully
create a winning video-based formula for its
close to 90 million paying subscribers. So far,
however, its record has been patchy at best.
Former Disney executive Courtney Holt was
hired in late 2017 and has since introduced
Spotlight which, Holt, now VP of Spotify
Studios and Video, says features new forms
of storytelling provided by content partners
such as BuzzFeed, Cheddar, Gimlet Media and

“I say the more the merrier
-audiences are seeking defined viewing experiences and
it behooves us to deliver”
Soumya Sriraman

into previously non-pay TV homes through
more affordable ‘pay-lite’ offerings, like Now
TV in the UK. In markets such as the UK,
Nordics and Central and Eastern Europe,
our traditional cable or DTH partners are
launching our streaming on-demand video
apps like Nickelodeon Play to their customer
base. We’ve launched OTT on-demand video
apps with Virgin Media in the UK, YouSee
Stofa and Boxer in Denmark, Riks TV in
Norway and with further launches to come
across CEE later this year.”
The big question is exactly how super-heated
and cut-throat this space will become. Walmart
recently confirmed that it intends to launch
an SVoD service later this year. Walmart is
planning to launch its streaming service in the
final quarter of the year via its TVoD platform
Vudu which it acquired in 2010, according
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Lenny Letter. Although the platform remains
characteristically tight-lipped, a measure of
its ambition came earlier this year with two
very significant hires, those of former Vevo
executive Tom Connaughton, and Dawn
Ostroff, Spotify’s new chief creative officer,
based in New York. Ostroff has no background
in the music business, but has strong
credentials in the world of TV and movie
production. She is the co-founder and former
Ppresident of Condé Nast Entertainment
(CNE) - a TV business based on Conde Nast’s
brands and assets. In addition to CNE’s
digital video division, Ostroff looked after the
company’s feature film and TV operation.
The possibility of Spotify entering the
market is welcomed by Soumya Sriraman,
President of North American OTT service
BritBox. “If Spotify and Apple Music throw

their hat in the ring, I think they would
introduce the idea of ‘add-on’ subscription
video streaming to a whole new audience
further widening the market reach for all of
us! I say the more the merrier - audiences are
seeking defined viewing experiences and it
behooves us as content curators to deliver to
their needs. The streaming market continues
to go from strength to strength every year and
while it is hard to have specific markers in the
sand, what I can say is that we have had great
success since the launch of BritBox in March
of 2017 in the U.S. and February of this year
in Canada. We have seen steady growth of
subscribers and continued high retention and
that has emboldened our plans to double the
number of hours of content over the next year,
with a new premiere each week.”
All3Media’s a3mi/Inside Outside - House
and Garden is another service aimed at the
US: “This absolutely isn’t a re-focus for us as
a business,” says Gary Woolf, EVP Strategic
Development, All3Media international. “Our
core business in All3media International
is very much B2B distribution sales and
working with our valued clients – but there’s
an opportunity here around a section of our
catalogue that perhaps isn’t so mainstream in
the US, to benefit from the growth in niche
VoD services in the US. In terms of windowing
and content selection, we always work with our
sales team (so for US our NY office) to discuss
whether we’re likely to cannibalise existing
business – we’re not looking to cut across that
core business.”
The final world goes to German production
and distribution giant Beta Film’s general
manager Moritz von Kruedener: “I see both
positives and negatives in the emerging
situation,” he reflects.
“From a distribution point of view any new
client who is prepared to invest early in a project
is good for us. On the negative side the money
being spent by the big players is creating
an unhealthy concentration of writing and
directorial talent locked into deals with certain
platforms, making it harder for companies
like us to work with major talents such as Alex
Pinar (Casa de Papel) who just directed The Pier
(Embarcadero) for us and Movistar/Telefonica.
On the otherside Babylon Berlin was sold to
Netflix for North America and Australia, so
there is a new market emerging, and we are
discussing how to leverage our library within
that.”TBI
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SMARTLY DIGITAL IN
THE NEW OTT ERA
Whether you’re a pay-TV operator or a
content owner, we can help you thrive in a
converging pay-TV and OTT world.
As the lines between pay-TV and OTT continue
to blur, the pay-TV industry is transitioning into
a paid-for video market where the convenience
of anytime, on-demand watching on any
screen, reigns. Differentiation based on content
exclusivity alone is no longer enough.
To grow and thrive, service providers must
become ‘smartly digital’ – by embracing
continuous solution renewal that matches the
exponential speed of the internet, evolving in a
data-driven way and engaging audiences with
an innovative multi-journey user experience to
adapt to evolving consumer behaviours.
As a trusted partner to the world’s largest
media and communications companies, we
are bringing the next generation of paid content
services to life with innovative and secure
solutions that embrace cloudification, leverage
data-driven principles and connect people to
the content they love.

CONTACT US AT
DTV@NAGRA.COM
CONNECTING PEOPLE TO THE CONTENT THEY LOVE

DTV.NAGRA.COM
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Tel: +02071573690 | 02071573184
Web: www.itvstudiosge.com
Stand: ITV Studios House, C16

Dark Heart Episodes 6x60’ Genre
Drama Synopsis Will Wagstaffe, a
workaholic whose personal life is
as troubled and complex as his day
job, investigates a string of horrifying
murders in this atmospheric new crime
series.

HOT PROPERTY PLUS: Q&A WITH RUTH BERRY, MD, ITV
STUDIOS GLOBAL ENTERTAINMENT
How does The War of the Worlds stand out as a drama in 2018?
The War Of The Worlds is the headline drama for the 2018 MIPCOM slate. It’s from
Mammoth Screen, the team behind Victoria, Poldark and Vanity Fair. They are an
award-winning, critically acclaimed creative team who are extremely good at these
literary adaptations. With Peter Harness writing, it’s a very bold interpretation of
the original (H.G.Wells) novel, set in Edwardian England, and I think people will be
surprised at how the menace of the aliens is built up and how thrilling it becomes.

West of Liberty Episodes 6x60’ Genre
Drama Synopsis Laced with action
and suspense, this brand new thriller is
adapted from the first novel in Thomas
Engström’s acclaimed series centring
on Ludwig Licht, former Stasi agent and
CIA informant.

The War of The Worlds Episodes
3x60’ Genre Drama Synopsis In the first
television adaptation of the novel, The
War of the Worlds, we follow one man’s
attempt to escape as the inhabitants
of Earth slowly fall victim to a vicious
invasion.

from Chris Lang, which follows DI Will Wagstaff, a workaholic whose personal life
is as troubled and complex as his day job; Cleaning Up, from Sister Productions,
starring Sheridan Smith. West of Liberty is a six-part series set in Germany from
Anagram and network movie for SVT and ZDF and tells the story of a retired
Stasi agent and CIA informant, who is coaxed back into the field for one final
investigation. We also have the crime procedural Balthazar from Beauborg Stories
and Speakerine from Macondo.

Can you tell us more about your varied slate of drama ranging from The War
of The Worlds to West of Liberty?
We have a really impressive slate of both English-language and non-English
language. What’s new for us this market, is the number of shows that are coming
out of Europe as well as British drama. We have Dark Heart, an ITV detective series

What other projects do you have in the pipeline that you are particularly
excited about?
If we look into 2019, our shows are becoming even bigger and bolder. We have
Snowpiercer in production for TNT and Netflix and we have World on Fire, a big,
epic drama from Mammoth Screen, which tells the story of the Second World War
from multiple points of view. We’ve also got Noughts & Crosses, an adaptation of
the Malorie Blackman books for the BBC. It reimagines the world as run by a black
ruling class – the crosses, with a white underclass – the noughts.

Tel: +44 020 3970 5577
Web: tcbmediarights.com/home
Stand: R8.D3
Contacts: Paul Heaney, CEO; Simona
Argenti, Senior Sales Manager; Holly
Cowdery, Sales Manager, Lenneke De
Jong, Sales Manager, Holly Newey,
Senior Sales Manager

Borderforce USA: The Bridges
Episodes 10x60’ Genre Reality &
Entertainment Synopsis A unique
insight into the busiest crossing in the
World, between USA and Mexico where
the officers, nation’s gatekeepers, get to
tell their stories.

Massive Engineering Mistakes
Episodes 10x60’ Genre Science &
Technology Synopsis Learning from
experts who help unpick the science
behind these worldwide unbelievable
building blunders. This series analyses
what went wrong and how to fix it.

Drug Wars: Cocaine Episodes 3x60’
Genre Crime & Investgation Synopsis
Meeting the unsuspecting people who
are driving the demand of cocaine, one
of Britain’s most widely used drugs, and
the dealers supplying the product.

HOT PROPERTY PLUS: Q&A WITH HOLLY COWDERY,
SALES MANAGER
Tell us about TCB and your company mission.
We aim to appeal to as broad a base of buyer with content they can’t ignore. We
like to think we’re a pleasure to work alongside and that’s why producers give us
a lot of terrific shows! The company mission is a simple one; we’re Taking Care of
Business!

Why is Borderforce USA: The Bridges particularly relevant during this time?
It follows the highly trained Customs & Border Protection officers who are policing
a total of 28 bridges between the USA and Mexico and examines the way the
borders are used on both sides; with drugs flowing one way, and cash and weapons
the other. With the current focus on whether US public opinion favours increased
restrictions, we get to know the people on the frontline of these notorious bridges.

Tell us what’s new about the world of engineering, and how Massive
Engineering Mistakes covers this.
Massive Engineering Mistakes uses the latest CGI & clips to tell the story of some
of the biggest blunders in engineering, from the Tower of Pisa to the Millenium
Bridge. It also explores some brand new architectural feats that haven’t ended up
quite as planned…

What’s different about Drug Wars: Cocaine and the way it covers the popular
genre of drug trafficking? Drug Wars not only covers the traffickers but also takes
a look inside the homes and lives of the cocaine users themselves. The demand is
being driven by ‘ordinary’ people of all ages and backgrounds, and this insight strays
from the usual coverage of drug crime.
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Tel: +1 212 210 1400
Web: sales.aenetworks.com
Stand: P3.C1
Contacts: Paul Buccieri, President,
A+E Networks Group; Sean Cohan,
President, Int’l & Digital Media;
Patrick Vien, Executive Managing
Director, Int’l; Edward Sabin, Executive
Managing Director, Int’l

Tel: 0207 845 4350
Web: www.all3mediainternational.com
Stand: P3.C10

Tel: 0044 207 013 4000
Web: www.banijayrights.com
Stand: R8.D7
Contacts: Tim Mutimer, CEO;
Caroline Torrance, Head of Scripted;
Emily Elisha, Head of Factual;
Andrew Sime, Vice President of
Formats

Tel: +1 416-646-4434
Web: http://blueantmedia.com/
international/titles/
Stand: R8.D7
Contacts: Solange Attwood, SVP,
Blue Ant International; Alex Maldini,
VP, Int’l Sales and Acquisitions; Kate
Blank, Senior Director, Int’l Sales; Nick
Solowski, Director, Int’l Sales and
Acquisitions
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Project Blue Book Episodes 10x60’
Genre Scripted Series Synopsis From
writer/director Robert Zemeckis comes
a thrilling series inspired by the real-life
Project Blue Book, the U.S. Air Force’s
investigation of UFOs.

Nightwatch Nation Episodes
Primetime 60’ Genre Factual Series
Synopsis First responders across
America scramble to save as many
lives as they can on the busiest, most
unnerving shift of all: the overnight.

Voices From the Grave™ Episodes
Primetime 60’ Genre Format Synopsis
Cutting-edge hologram technology
offers people facing their final days of
life a chance to show their loved ones
that death is not the end of their story.

Blood Episodes 6x60’ Genre Drama
Synopsis Adrian Dunbar stars in this
gripping drama about love, loss, family
and betrayal. Following her mother’s
‘accidental’ death, Cat starts to question
her father’s involvement.

Born Famous Episodes 4x60’ Genre
Factual Synopsis New from Studio
Ramsay, this format sees the teenage
offspring of Britain’s celebrities discover
what life might have been without the
luxury.

Flirty Dancing Episodes 30’ Genre
Format Synopsis In a brand new format
for Channel 4, two singletons are taught
a dance, which they perform together
at their first meeting. Will it be the start
of a beautiful romance?

Apollo 8: The Mission That Changed
The World Episodes 1x60’ /1x90’
Genre Factual – Human Interest
Synopsis Tells the incredible story of
Apollo 8 and hears from key people
directly involved in the mission and the
campaigns that followed.

Straight Forward Episodes 8x60’
Genre Scripted/Crime drama Synopsis
Con-woman Sylvia Petersen seeks
revenge when a notorious gangster
murders her father and she is thrown
into the criminal underworld of
Denmark.

The Duo Episodes 60’ Format Genre
Entertainment Synopsis Diverse
singers are brought together in a brand
new kind of audition to discover one
unique vocal partnership the nation will
fall in love with.

Prison Episodes 3x60’ HD Genre High
Impact Documentary Synopsis Filmed
over seven months, Prison tells the
human story on both sides of the door
in an English prison: staff and prisoners
and the real issues facing them all.

Orangutan Jungle School Episodes
20x60’ 4K & HD and 3x60’ HD Genre
Nature & Wildlife Synopsis A docu-soap
following the hilarious antics, triumphs
and tragedies of a gang of orphan
orangutans as they progress through a
unique forest school system.

Great Escapes with Colin & Justin
Episodes 8x30’ HD Genre Factual
Entertainment Synopsis Designers
Colin and Justin explore the North
American wilderness to discover dream
homes and the lengths people will take
to create their perfect city escape.
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Tel: +0090 212 240 5769
Web: www.the globalagency.com
Stand: R8 – E17
Contacts: Ekin Gabay, Sales Director;
Gozde Sergli, Sales Director; Isil
Turksen, Sales Director; Umay Ayaz,
Head of Acquisitions

Tel: +44 (0) 20 7184 7777
Web: www.hattrickinternational.com
Stand: R7:F24
Contacts: Sarah Tong, Director of
Sales; Sarah Bickley, Senior Sales
Exec, Elfyn Morris, Senior Sales Exec;
Cassandra Toller, Sales Exec

Tel: +44 20 7851 6500
Web: www.kewmedia.com
Stand: C15. A6
Contacts: Greg Phillips, President
of Distribution; Jonathan Ford, EVP
of Sales, Distribution; Carrie Stein,
EVP Global Scripted Series; Jennifer
Brinkworth, EVP Marketing &
Communications

Tel: +74957255718
Web: http://sales.ntv.ru/
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Contacts: Timur Weinstein, General
Producer; Vadim Ostrovksy, Director
of Production; Marina Kataya, Head of
International Sales; Anastasia Lisova,
Chief Marketing Officer
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The Inheritors Episodes 60’ Genre
Reality, Social Experiment Synopsis
Children of the richest see an entirely
new world. They are born into luxury
and comfort, without limitations to
their finances and are indulged by their
parents.

Tahiti Quest Episodes 90’ Genre
Family Adventure Game Show
Synopsis Five ordinary families go on
the journey of their lives. For five weeks,
families settle in the paradise island of
Tahiti and compete with each other in
fun and challenging games.

Gulperi Genre Drama Synopsis A
woman’s struggle against an oppressive
father who forces her to leave her first
true love, Kadir, and give up a college
education and her dreams of becoming
a teacher. Eyup, falls in love with Gulperi
and makes her believe in this love, too.

Flack Episodes 6x60’ Genre Drama
Synopsis Starring Academy Award
winner Anna Paquin as a PR agent
whose job is to fix other people’s lives
even though she can’t fix her own.

The Time it Takes Episodes 8x60’
Genre Entertainment Format Synopsis
A quiz format like no other where the
contestants choose the timer in which
they have to answer questions to win
money and prizes.

The Trials of Howard Greenberg
(Working Title) Episodes 4x60’ Genre
Factual Entertainment Synopsis
Obdoc following one of New York’s most
infamous, outlandish and feared criminal
defence attorneys where winning isn’t
everything, it’s the only thing.

Frankie Drake Mysteries Season 2
Episodes 10x60’ Genre Detective
Drama Series Synopsis Set in the 1920s,
Frankie Drake Mysteries follows Toronto’s
first female private detectives as they
solve cases the police can’t, and other
detective agencies won’t.

The Dead Lands: The Series Episodes
8x60’ Genre Drama Series Synopsis
Based on the successful film, The Dead
Lands series offers a new chapter, set
in a time before time, in which warrior
Waka Nuku Rau must find honour in a
land ravaged by the supernatural.

Haunted Hospitals Episodes 13x60’
Genre Non-Fiction Series Synopsis
Told first-hand by doctors, nurses and
patients, Haunted Hospitals tells the
chilling stories of paranormal activity
inside hospitals, nursing homes,
morgues and medical institutions.

Brass Sun Episodes 6x48’ Genre
War, drama Synopsis A small military
orchestra is caught up in a guerilla
conflict in Central Asia in the 1990s,
where they have to fight to protect the
lives of innocent villagers.

Beyond Death Episodes 16x48’
Genre Mystery, thriller, drama Synopsis
A fascinating meeting between
paranormal mysteries and traditional
science with a unique combination of
characters – a young female scientist
and an elderly investigator.

The Crow Episodes 12x50’ Genre
Crime, thriller, drama Synopsis
Gripping thriller about a young
beautiful and complex woman in
the law enforcement system who
repeatedly hits the glass ceiling and
meets with discrimination.
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DISTRIBUTION
Tel: +331 40 74 76 76
Web: lagardere-studiosdistribution.com
Stand: P-1.K50
Contacts: Randall Broman, Senior
Vice President; Catherine Couriat, SVP;
Julie Mateille, Sales Manager;
Guillaume Pommier, Sales Manager

Tel: +39 (06) 8632-3293
Web: www.mondotvgroup.com
Stand: P-1.N1 / P-1.M2
Contacts: Mr. Matteo Corradi, CEO/
Board Member of Mondo TV Suisse;
Mr. Paolo Zecca, Chief Production
Officer; Mrs. Micheline Azoury, Head
of Acquisitions & Tv Sales; Mrs. Maria
B. Fois, GM of Mondo TV Iberoamerica

Tel: +44 (0)207 981 9801
Web: www.passiondistribution.com
Stand: P4.C18
Contacts: Emmanuelle Namiech,
CEO; Nick Rees, Managing Director
Nick Tanner, Director of Sales & Coproductions; Sean Wheatley, Head of
Acquisitions

Tel: +49 (0) 89 9507 7303
Web: redarrowstudios.com/
international/
Stand: P4.C10
Contacts: Henrik Pabst, President;
Bo Stehmeier, EVP Global Sales; Alex
Fraser, SVP Acquisitions
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Ad Vitam Episodes 6x52’ Genre
Drama Synopsis In a world where
death is finally conquered and people
can live forever, a cop (Darius, 120yo)
and a young woman (Christa, 24yo)
must investigate the mysterious suicide
of seven teenagers.

Philharmonia Episodes 6x52’ Genre
Drama Synopsis A tense and moving
psychological thriller, Philharmonia
reveals the genius (and secrets) of a
maestro with a past that’s catching up
with her, and a curse she’s trying to
escape.

Arctic Circle Episodes 10x50’ Genre
Drama Synopsis When a weaponized
virus threatens a remote arctic town,
an inspector and a virologist must
hunt down the sadistic killer spreading
the virus and uncover the conspiracy
behind its cure.

Heidi Bienvenida Episodes 60x45’
or 120x24’ Genre Live Action Series
Synopsis Modern adaptation of the
story of Heidi, one of the best-loved
characters in fiction, with an exciting
mix of music, humour, comedy, colour,
magic, and extraordinary characters.

Invention Story Episodes 104x11’
Genre Comedy Adventure, 3D CGI full
HD Synopsis Co-produced with York
Animation, Invention Story is the tale of
a creative young fox, whose inventions
delight the inhabitants of Carrot Town
and infuriate the angry, jealous mayor.

Robot Trains 2 Episodes 52x11’ Genre
Comedy Adventure, 3D CGI full HD
Synopsis Co-produced with CJ E&M,
season two introduces Rail Watch, the
robot train guardians of Rail World, who
transform from trains to robots to protect
their home and its vital energy supplies.

Emma Willis: Delivering Babies
Episodes 6x60’ Genre Factual
Entertainment Synopsis The series
follows television presenter Emma Willis
as she trains for three months on a busy
maternity ward as a Maternity Care
Assistant.

Dr Christian: 12 Hours To Cure Your
Street Episodes 10x60’ Genre Factual
Entertainment Synopsis Dr Christian:
12 Hours To Cure Your Street follows
Dr Christian as he travels across the
country in a mobile clinic to treat
individuals in their hometowns.

Death & Nightingales Episodes 3x60’
or 2x90’Genre Drama series Synopsis
An intense and haunting new BBC
drama from acclaimed writer/director
Allan Cubitt, starring Matthew Rhys,
Ann Skelly and Jamie Dornan.

The Weekly Episodes 3x27’ Genre
Factual series Synopsis A landmark
narrative news TV series from The New
York Times, bringing the newspaper’s
unparalleled journalism and insight to
TV screens for the first time.

Pic: Nuno Mousinho
Inside The Foreign Office Episodes
3x60’ Genre Documentary Series
Synopsis Insight into a crucial 12
months for the British Foreign Office
as it responds to a fast changing,
unpredictable world.

Don’t Stop the Music Episodes 3
60’Genre Reality format Synopsis
An uplifting, heart-warming social
experiment that follows the progress
of children from an underprivileged
school as a ground-breaking new music
program is introduced.
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Tel: +49 89 960 855-0
Web: www.studio100media.com
Stand: R7.C15
Contacts: Ulli Stoef, CEO; Katell
France, MD Studio 100 Animation;
Dorian Buehr, Senior Sales Executive;
Jo Daris, CCO

Wissper Episodes 104x7’ Genre
Preschool, Adventure, Comedy
Synopsis Wissper, the little girl that
can talk to animals and travel to their
worlds! 26 of 52 new episodes now
available!

Arthur and the Minimoys Episodes
26x24’ Genre Adventure, Fantasy
Synopsis Arthur has plunged into the
world of the Minimoys leading the
resistance against tyrant Malthazar.
TV-series created by Luc Besson, based
on his movie trilogy.

Heidi Episodes 39x22’ Genre
Adventure Synopsis Heidi encounters
new adventures in the Swiss Alps
in season 2 which is in production.
Delivery in 2019.

Tel: 0043-1-87003-27610
Web: www.terramater.at
Stand: R7.N1
Contacts: Andrea Gastgeb,
Executive Producer; Sven Westphal,
International Co-production Manager

A Life among Monkeys Episodes
1x50’ Genre Nature Synopsis The
unique story of primatologist Dr
Wolfgang Dittus and the charismatic
toque macaque monkeys, set amidst
ancient temple ruins in Sri Lanka.

Cantabria – Spain’s magical
Mountains Episodes 1x50’ Genre
Nature Synopsis The Cantabrian
region: where brown bears, wolves,
wildcats and many more roam a
kingdom of forests, rough canyons and
high mountains.

It’s a wild Christmas Episodes 1x50’
Genre Nature Synopsis Wintertime
– a time to rest. Or, is it? With summer
on the other side of the globe, we
experience a very wild Christmas.

Tel: + 33 1 4018 7200
Web: www.xilam.com
Stand: R7.J9
Contacts: Marc du Pontavice, CEO;
Morgann Favennec, EVP Global Sales
Development; Céline Carenco, SVP
Media Distribution; Leyla Formoso,
SVP Media Distribution

Coach Me If You Can (New!) Episodes
52x13’ Genre Comedy Synopsis To lift
the spell that turned him into a soccer
ball, the world superstar, Erico Platana
will have to deflate his ego and help
Daniel, a clumsy but headstrong young
boy become a soccer champion.

Zig & Sharko - S 3 Episodes 234x7’
Genre Slapstick Comedy Synopsis Zig,
a famished hyena invents the craziest
plans to make a meal out of Marina, the
carefree mermaid. But that’s forgetting
all about Sharko, the muscly shark who
will do anything to protect her!

Mr Magoo Episodes 78x7’ Genre
Slapstick Comedy Synopsis Mr Magoo
is a walking disaster! Because he doesn’t
realize he needs glasses, he confuses
everything and unknowingly foils the
plans of Fizz, the megalomaniacal
hamster.

Lilybuds Episodes 52x11’Genre
Preschool Animation Synopsis The
Lilybuds are tiny, magical gardeners who
live under our noses, undetected, in an
urban oasis called Garden Park. What the
Lilybuds lack in stature they make up for
in their kind, generous hearts.

Niko and the Sword of Light Episodes
46x15’Genre Animation Synopsis A
plague of shadows has swept across
the and, turning innocent creatures
into terrible monsters. One champion
remains to battle the darkness and
return the world to the light: Niko.

The Kicks Episodes 10x30’ Genre Live
Action Synopsis Devin was the star
player on her soccer team back home
until her family moved to California. Now,
she must rise to the challenge as her new
school team is on a losing streak and
needs a leader to turn things around.

Tel: 0207 013 4000
Web: www.zodiakkids.com
Stand: C20.A
Contacts: Benoit di Sabatino, CEO,
Banijay Kids; Delphine Dumont, SVP
Sales, Acquisitions & Co-Production
Julia Rowlands, VP of Sales, CoProductions & Acquisitions;
Cecile Cau, VP Sales & Co-Productions
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LAST WORD JASON SIMMS, DIRECTOR OF DRAMA AND COMEDY, SKY VISION

LAST WORD
JASON SIMMS

Cutting through the clutter

W

ay back in 2015, Andy
Samberg
opened
the Emmys with a
fantastic song-anddance number about
the impossibility of keeping up with every
new TV show. Faced with the shame of
being called out at dinner parties because
he wasn’t up to speed on season six of ‘Wives
with Knives’ or some-such, Andy resorted to
extreme measures; retreating to a nuclear
bunker for a whole year to watch absolutely
everything. By attaining a state of box-set
omniscience, dinner party domination would
surely follow.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, Andy’s Sisyphean
goggle-boxing sent him a bit nuts, especially
when he realised he’d come up short after
missing Castle from his watchlist (I know!
How could he?).
The same year, FX’s John Landgraf
declared, in what’s become an annual
litmus test on scripted programming, that
400 new and returning English language
scripted series were in production in the US.
Observers worried that we had reached Peak
TV; there just couldn’t be room for more. So
I shudder to think how Andy would cope if he
tried his same exhaustive viewing feat today,
since just a short 36 month license period

later, and facing a whopping 520 scripted
titles emerging from the US alone this year,
it appears we have yet to peak.
Add in the increasing volume of scripted
international fare, and the mountain of
catalogue and ‘must-see’ vintage series (that
we’ve all yet to actually see), and it’s safe to
assume that even if poor Andy spent a decade
in his bunker, he’d still not come close to
catching up on it all.
Yet, in the complex ecosystem of linear
channels and on-demand services that defines
our market today, where the water-cooler
is gradually (but not entirely) being edged
out by the recommendation engine, and
where new services launch with optimistic
regularity, there are still only 24 hours in a
day and two eyes in our heads. How can we
get through it all? Spare a thought for poor
TV buyers, for whom the pressure of staying
on top of it all is a way of life, which goes far
beyond risking dinner party shame.
As a distributor, the golden age of TV has
become a double-edged sword; it’s really
exciting to have so much amazing drama, but
that also makes it harder than ever to elevate
your show above the clutter (albeit quality
clutter). How can you possibly stand out from
the thousands of other new hours that release
into the buyersphere every year?

TV has become a double-edged sword:
it’s really exciting to have so much
amazing drama, but that also makes it
harder than ever to elevate your show
above the clutter (albeit quality clutter)
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In my opinion, it still all starts and ends
with the story. Although scale can be a great
thing, international drama success does not
necessitate a nine-figure budget, a cast of
thousands and a tonne of VFX. A fantastic
story, even one that is local in focus, can
connect with audiences anywhere, if it exudes
authenticity, commitment and passion.
At Sky Vision, we have the good fortune to
work with some the best creative teams in the
world, both through Sky Europe, and through
our third party activity. It is fantastic to see
dramas, such as; Sky Deutschland’s Eight
Days, Telefonica Spain’s The Plague and Sky
Atlantic’s Save Me achieve enormous success
beyond their countries of origin.
Whilst these shows appear very different
on the surface, common traits in their
provenance point to their success. They all
have a distinct tone of voice, a strong sense of
place, and crucially, characters and plots that
pull you so deep into their worlds that you
just can’t let go.
Take Save Me, Lennie James’ incredibly
moving story of a man on a mission to find
his abducted daughter. Set in and around
a London housing estate, it could have
been a very bleak and inward-facing story.
Instead, Lennie suffused his world with
celebratory flourishes of unexpected colour;
warm, relatable characters; and he told
a profoundly emotional, heartbreakingly
honest, and hopeful story that transcended
its urban setting. You can identify with Save
Me whether you are watching in Hackney
or Helsinki. This is been borne out by
international success, with 130 territories
sold to date. It’s proof that, as long as the
story is there, we can handle all the rest.
Speaking of which, if anyone needs me,
I’ll be in the basement catching up on season
three of ‘Space Vampire Truckers’; I’ve got a
dinner party to get to, you know… TBI
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